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Welcome to our 2021 ILR Press catalog. 

As part of our efforts to showcase our books in the best possible manner, 
we've shifted our approach to our subject catalogs. All our forthcoming, new, 
and recent books published under our ILR Press imprint are here, of course, 
as well as articles written by some of our authors, Q&A sessions with others, 
and some short excerpts from books. We think these additions give you a 
better sense of our authors. It’s all part of the experience of being part of 
CUP family.

Look to the bottom right corner of each page to see if we think that book is 
suitable for classroom use. Check out the top left of the page and you'll see if the 
book is available as an open access ebook or it's one of our recent bestsellers.

Keep an eye out of this symbol:
If you see them it means there is an episode of 1869, our podcast, with that 
author. Download the podcast from your preferred platform.

Ellen Labbate
Managing Editor

efm66@cornelledu
@ellenlabbate
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Millennial Feminism at Work
Bridging Theory and Practice

edited by Jane Juffer

$21.95 paperback | $14.99 ebook
204 pages, 6 x 9

In Millennial Feminism at Work, volume editor Jane Juffer brings 
together recently graduated students from across the US to 
reflect on the relevance of their feminist studies programs in 
their chosen career paths. The result is a dynamic collection of 
voices, shaking up preconceived ideas and showing the positive 
influence of gender and sexuality studies on individuals at work.

Encompassing five areas—corporate, education, nonprofit, 
medical, and media careers—these engaging essays use person-
al experiences to analyze the pressure on young adults to define 
themselves through creative work, even when that job may not 
sustain them financially. Obstacles to feminist work conditions 
notwithstanding, they urge readers to never downplay their fem-
inist credentials and prove that gender and sexuality studies 
degrees can serve graduates well in the current marketplace and 
prepare them for life outside of their alma mater. 

This collection emphasizes the importance of individual sto-
ries situated within political and economic structures to provide 
collectively spirited advice. Millennial Feminism at Work provides 
a unique window into the lives and careers of young feminists 
sharing the lessons they've learned along the way.

Jane Juffer is Professor at Cornell University. She is author 
of Don't Use Your Words!, Intimacy Across Borders, Single Mother, 
and At Home with Pornography.

Contributors: Rose Al Abosy, Rachel Cromidas, Lauren Danzig, Sadaf Ferdowsi, Reina 
Gattuso, Jael Goldfine, Sassafras Lowrey, Alissa Medina, Samuel Naimi, Stephanie 
Newman, Justine Parkin, Lily Pierce, Kate Poor, Laura Ramos-Jaimes, Savannah Taylor, 
Addie Tsai, Hayley Zablotsky

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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Bridging the Divide
Working-Class Culture in a Middle-Class 
Society

Jack Metzgar

$43.95 hardcover | $28.99 ebook
240 pages, 6 x 9, 1 chart

In Bridging the Divide, Jack Metzgar attempts to determine the 
differences between working-class and middle-class cultures in 
the United States. Drawing on a wide range of multidisciplinary 
sources, Metzgar writes as a now middle-class professional with 
a working-class upbringing, explaining the various ways the two 
cultures conflict and complement each other, illustrated by his 
own lived experiences.

Set in a historical framework that reflects on how both class 
cultures developed, adapted, and survived through decades of 
historical circumstances, Metzgar challenges professional mid-
dle-class views of both the working-class and themselves. In the 
end, he argues for the creation of a cross-class coalition of what 
he calls "standard-issue professionals" with both hard-living and 
settled-living working people and outlines some policies that 
could help promote such a unification if the two groups had a 
better understanding of their differences and how to use those 
differences to their advantage. 

Bridging the Divide mixes personal stories and theoretical 
concepts to give us a compelling look inside the current complex 
position of the working-class in American culture and a view of 
what it could be in the future.

Jack Metzgar is Professor Emeritus at Roosevelt University. 
He is author of Striking Steel.

"Bridging the Divide offers a substantial, 
insightful, and original argument about 
how class works in the United States. 
Drawing on his own experience, Jack 
Metzgar identifies aspects of working-
class culture that have either confused or 
have been entirely ignored, challenging 
the assumption that there is only one valid 
culture."—Sherry Lee Linkon, Georgetown 
University, author of The Half-Life of 
Deindustrialization

"Bridging the Divide goes against the 
current of existing scholarship to argue for 
the strengths and virtues of working-class 
culture, too often dismissed as parochial 
or dysfunctional. Jack Metzgar shows 
that middle-class professionals have much 
to learn from it."—Joshua Freeman, The 
Graduate Center, City University of New 
York, author of Behemoth
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Fractured Militancy
Precarious Resistance in South Africa after 
Racial Inclusion

Marcel Paret

$29.95 paperback | $19.99 ebook
234 pages, 6 x 9, 1 map, 5 charts

Drawing on extensive ethnographic fieldwork and interviews 
with activists, Fractured Militancy tells the story of post-apart-
heid South Africa from the perspective of Johannesburg's im-
poverished urban Black neighborhoods. Nearly three decades 
after South Africa's transition from apartheid to democracy, 
widespread protests and xenophobic attacks suggest that not 
all is well in the once-celebrated "rainbow nation." 

Marcel Paret traces rising protests back to the process of 
democratization and racial inclusion. This process dangled the 
possibility of change but preserved racial inequality and eco-
nomic insecurity, prompting residents to use militant protests 
to express their deep sense of betrayal, and to demand recogni-
tion and community development. Underscoring remarkable 
parallels to movements such as Black Lives Matter in the United 
States, this account attests to an ongoing struggle for Black lib-
eration in the wake of formal racial inclusion.

Rather than unified resistance, however, class struggles 
within the process of racial inclusion produced a fractured mil-
itancy. Revealing the complicated truth behind the celebrated 

"success" of South African democratization, Paret uncovers a 
society divided by wealth, urban geography, nationality, em-
ployment, and political views. Fractured Militancy warns of the 
threat that capitalism and elite class struggles present to social 
movements and racial justice everywhere.

Marcel Paret is Associate Professor of Sociology at the Uni-
versity of Utah and Senior Research Associate in the Center for 
Social Change at the University of Johannesburg. He is co-editor 
of Southern Resistance in Critical Perspective and Building Citi-
zenship from Below.

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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Helping Soldiers Heal
How the US Army Created a Learning Mental 
Health Care System

Jayakanth Srinivasan and Christopher Ivany

THE CULTURE AND POLITICS OF HEALTH CARE WORK

$37.95 hardcover | $24.99 ebook
210 pages, 6 x 9, 10 b&w line drawings, 1 chart

Helping Soldiers Heal tells the story of the US Army's trans-
formation from a disparate collection of poorly standardized, 
largely disconnected clinics into one of the nation's leading 
mental health care systems. It is a step-by-step guidebook for 
military and civilian health care systems alike. Jayakanth Srini-
vasan and Christopher Ivany provide a unique insider-outsider 
perspective as key participants in the process, sharing how they 
confronted the challenges firsthand and helped craft and guide 
the unfolding change.

The Army's system was being overwhelmed with mental 
health problems among soldiers and their family members, im-
peding combat readiness. The key to the transformation was to 
apply the tenets of "learning" health care systems. Building a 
learning health care system is hard; building a learning mental 
health care system is even harder. As Helping Soldiers Heal 
recounts, the Army overcame the barriers to success, and its 
experience is full of lessons for any health care system seeking 
to transform.

Jayakanth Srinivasan is Research Associate Professor at 
Boston University's Questrom School of Business and Senior 
Fellow at the Institute for Health System Innovation and Policy. 
He is author of Beyond the Lean Revolution. Follow him on Twit-
ter @jk_srini.

Christopher Ivany, a colonel and psychiatrist in the US 
Army, is the Army's former Behavioral Service Line Chief and 
is now Chief of the Innovation Group at the Defense Health 
Agency.
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Revaluing Work(ers)
Toward a Democratic and Sustainable Future

edited by Tobias Schulze-Cleven and Todd E. 
Vachon

LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT RESEARCH 
ASSOCIATION

$34.95 paperback
352 pages, 5.5 x 8.5

How can we build a future of work that meets pressing challeng-
es and delivers for workers? Contemporary societies are beset 
by interrelated ecological, political, and economic crises, from 
climate change to democratic erosion and economic instability. 
Uncertainty abounds about the sustainability of democratic cap-
italism. Yet mainstream debates on the evolution of work tend to 
remain narrowly circumscribed, exhibiting both technological 
and market determinism.

This volume presents a labor studies perspective on the 
future of work, arguing that revaluing work—the efforts and 
contributions of workers—is crucial to realizing the promises 
of democracy and improving sustainability. It emphasizes that 
collective political action, and the collective agency of workers in 
particular, is central to driving this agenda forward. Moreover, 
it maintains that reproductive work—labor efforts from care to 
education that sustain the reproduction of society—can function 
as a crucible of innovation for the valuation and governance of 
work more broadly.

Tobias Schulze-Cleven is an associate professor and co-di-
rector of the Center for Global Work and Employment at the 
School of Management and Labor Relations, Rutgers Univer-
sity–New Brunswick. His research examines the comparative 
political economy of labor markets and higher education in the 
rich democracies. Trained as a political scientist and working 
in a department of labor studies and employment relations, 
Schulze-Cleven engages across disciplines to understand the 
politics of work in the digital era. He has published in outlets 
such as Comparative Political Studies, German Politics, Higher 
Education, Journal of Industrial Relations, New Political Economy, 
and Politics & Society. Todd E. Vachon is faculty coordinator 
of the Labor Education Action Research Network at Rutgers 
University's School of Management and Labor Relations. His 
research agenda seeks to understand the structural origins 

Contributors: Robert Bruno, University of Illinois Ur-
bana-Champaign; J. Mijin Cha, Occidental College; 
Dorothy Sue Cobble, Rutgers University; Sheri Da-
vis-Faulkner, Rutgers University; Victor G. Devinatz, 
Illinois State University; Alysa Hannon, Rutgers Uni-
versity; William A. Herbert, Hunter College; David C. 
Jacobs, American University; John McCarthy, Cornell 
University; Joseph A. McMartin, Georgetown Univer-
sity; Heather A. McKay, Rutgers University; Michael 
Merrill, Hudson County Central Labor Council; Yana 
van der Meulen Rodgers, Rutgers University; Saul A. 
Rubinstein, Rutgers University; Erica Smiley, Jobs With 
Justice; Marilyn Sneiderman, Rutgers University; Joseph 
van der Naald, City University of New York; Michell Van 
Noy, Rutgers University; Naomi R Williams, Rutgers 
University; Joel S. Yudken, High Road Strategies LLC; 
Elaine Zundl, Harvard Kennedy School

and consequences of inequality and the 
struggles of ordinary people to achieve 
greater equality and dignity through ed-
ucation, organizations, and movements. 
To this end, Vachon has published 
widely on labor and social movements, 
social stratification, and the intersection 
of work and environmental issues in 
journals such as Socius, Social Science 
Research, Labor Studies Journal, Sociolog-
ical Forum, and the Cambridge Journal of 
Regions, Economy and Society.



B E H I N D  T H E  B O O K

Next month it will have been one year since 
George Floyd was killed in another in a long line 
of “wakeup calls” for the US on racial justice is-

sues. After the killing of Daunte Wright, it is safe to say 
that we still have not woken up.

If we had, we would have come together as a coun-
try around real solutions to systemic racism by now. But 
maybe that is too much to ask, given the severity of the 
problems we face. How about just getting the ball roll-
ing, and initiating a planning process for dismantling the 
policies and systems that harm millions of US residents 
each year? Certainly, that would be in motion by now, 
with broad public and political support, right?

If you are wondering whether you missed something, 
don’t worry, you didn’t. The “wakeup call” last May has 
largely gone the same way as the many others before it, 
meaning our country has mostly gone back to business 
as usual. That is not meant to diminish the importance 
of the many victories and new participants there have 
been within the racial justice movement since last sum-
mer. The problem isn’t with that movement, which con-
tinues to push our country forward. It is with those who 
stand in the way of the change that is needed.

There continues to be a very well-funded opposition 
that has returned to fighting vigorously in defense of 
systemic racism. They are also opening up new lines of 
attack that will be devastating for Black and Brown com-
munities in particular. As a result, racial justice advocates 
are once again being urged to go after “low-hanging 
fruit” and settle for making “incremental progress.”

There may not be a word in the English language 
more damaging to equity efforts than “progress.” Amer-
icans, and particularly white Americans, love to congrat-
ulate themselves for “making progress” on racial equity. 
For well over one hundred years now, we have been 
patting ourselves on the back for our charitable contri-
butions, diversity initiatives, symbolic gestures, and su-
perficial reforms that we claim to represent “progress.” 
But to paraphrase James Baldwin, how much more time 
do we need for this progress of ours? How many more 
people will we allow to be harmed, and even killed, while 
we are content to merely make progress instead of ac-
tually solving the problem?

When it comes to racial justice, we need to remove 
the word “progress” from our vocabulary. It is time to 
advance real solutions to the most harmful aspects of 

systemic racism. We should start by addressing our se-
vere over-investment in the criminalization of people of 
color and dramatic under-investment in the systems and 
strategies that would create healthier, safer, and more 
equitable communities nationwide. Step one should be 
to finally dismantle the vastly oversized, suppressive, and 
violent criminal justice system that is being used within 
Black and Brown communities as a catch-all solution for 
an enormous variety of public health and safety issues. 
This “tough-on-crime” model is at the very root of what 
killed George Floyd and Daunte Wright.

If we were serious about dismantling systemic racism, 
this effort would already be underway. We would have 
taken decisive action to address how this and other sys-
tems reliably reproduce racially inequitable outcomes 
day after day, and year after year. Yet we haven’t. And 
that is what modern-day systemic racism looks like. We 
implement public policies that inflict needless harm on 
large groups of people of color and then fail to address 
that harm appropriately when it becomes apparent.

In other words, Derek Chauvin may have been con-
victed of murder, but what may be even worse than 
what he did to George Floyd is that the rest of us know 
that the same thing will happen again—just as it did to 
Michael Brown, Eric Garner, Breonna Taylor, and now 
Daunte Wright, and so many others—and yet we still 
haven’t been willing to summon the collective urgency 
to stop it.

But rest assured that we continue to make progress.

Daunte Wright anD PerPetual racial 
Progress

Jim Freeman
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Rich Thanks to Racism
How the Ultra-Wealthy Profit from Racial 
Injustice

Jim Freeman

$29.95 hardcover | $14.99 ebook
312 pages, 6 x 9. 1 line drawing, 5 charts

More than fifty years after the civil rights movement, there are 
still glaring racial inequities all across the United States. In Rich 
Thanks to Racism, Jim Freeman, one of the country's leading civil 
rights lawyers, explains why as he reveals the hidden strategy 
behind systemic racism. He details how the driving force behind 
the public policies that continue to devastate communities of 
color across the United States is a small group of ultra-wealthy 
individuals who profit mightily from racial inequality.

In this groundbreaking examination of "strategic racism," 
Freeman carefully dissects the cruel and deeply harmful policies 
within the education, criminal justice, and immigration systems 
to discover their origins and why they persist. He uncovers bil-
lions of dollars in aligned investments by Bill Gates, Charles 
Koch, Mark Zuckerberg, and a handful of other billionaires that 
are dismantling public school systems across the United States. 
He exposes how the greed of prominent US corporations and 
Wall Street banks was instrumental in creating the world's larg-
est prison population and our most extreme anti-immigrant pol-
icies. Freeman also demonstrates how these "racism profiteers" 
prevent flagrant injustices from being addressed by pitting white 
communities against communities of color, obscuring the fact 
that the struggles faced by white people are deeply connected 
with those faced by people of color.

Rich Thanks to Racism is an invaluable road map for all those 
who recognize that the key to unlocking the United States' full 
potential is for more people of all races and ethnicities to prior-
itize racial justice.

Jim Freeman directs the Social Movement Support Lab at the 
University of Denver, which works with communities of color 
across the US to dismantle systemic racism and create positive 
social change. He is a graduate of Harvard Law School and the 
University of Notre Dame, and was an editor on the Harvard Law 
Review. He served under President Obama as a Commissioner 
on the White House Initiative on Educational Excellence for 
African Americans.

"Rich Thanks to Racism unites both sides 
of the chasm—the facts and data and how 
to work on the ground. If we are serious 
about creating the change at the heart 
of the book's end, it is imperative that we 
engage at all levels. This book inspires that 
kind of action."—Angela Glover Blackwell, 
Founder in Residence, PolicyLink

"Rich Thanks to Racism is an insightful and 
timely analysis made for this moment in 
history. Jim Freeman makes connections 
that frequently go unrecognized and 
unacknowledged. This important new 
book will open eyes and minds for those 
who are ready to be challenged."—Pedro 
Noguera, Dean, Rossier School of 
Education, coauthor of Excellence 
Through Equity

Bestseller
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What We Mean by the American 
Dream
Stories We Tell about Meritocracy

Doron Taussig

$26.95 hardcover | $12.99 ebook
200 pages, 5.5 x 8.5

Doron Taussig invites us to question the American Dream. Did 
you earn what you have? Did everyone else?

The American Dream is built on the idea that Americans end 
up roughly where we deserve to be in our working lives based 
on our efforts and abilities; in other words, the United States is 
supposed to be a meritocracy. When Americans think and talk 
about our lives, we grapple with this idea, asking how a person 
got to where he or she is and whether he or she earned it. In 
What We Mean by the American Dream, Taussig tries to find out 
how we answer those questions.

Weaving together interviews with Americans from many 
walks of life—as well as stories told in the US media about 
prominent figures from politics, sports, and business—What 
We Mean by the American Dream investigates how we think 
about whether an individual deserves an opportunity, job, ter-
mination, paycheck, or fortune. Taussig looks into the fabric of 
American life to explore how various people, including dairy 
farmers, police officers, dancers, teachers, computer techni-
cians, students, store clerks, the unemployed, homemakers, 
and even drug dealers got to where they are today and whether 
they earned it or not.

Taussig's frank assessment of the state of the US workforce 
and its dreams allows him to truly and meaningfully ask the 
question that underpins so many of our political debates and 
personal frustrations: Did you earn it? By doing so, he sheds 
new light on what we mean by—and how we can deliver on—the 
American Dream of today.

Doron Taussig is Visiting Assistant Professor of Media and 
Communication Studies at Ursinus College, prior to which he 
was a journalist for ten years. He lives in Philadelphia with his 
wife and three children. Follow him on Twitter @dorontaussig.

"Taussig's lively and fascinating book 
uses original interviews to excavate the 
meanings of the American Dream. This 
book's key contribution is to push back on 
the fundamental premise of meritocracy: 
that we deserve what we get."—Jo Littler, 
author of Against Meritocracy

"Doron Taussig's new What We Mean 
by The American Dream comes right 
on time. With rigor but in conversant 
prose, Taussig looks to unravel the tangle 
of contradictions bound up with the 
presumptions of meritocracy in the United 
States. Illuminated by dozens of interviews, 
witty and incisive writing, Taussig opens 
an empathic window into American life, 
despite the implicit harshness implied 
with the meritocratic assumption that we 
get what we deserve in this country."—
Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor, author of Race 
for Profit

"What We Mean by the American Dream is 
exceptionally engaging. Taussig is 
concise and conversational in exploring 
responses from sixty interviews. The 
result is a fun and incredibly interesting 
read."—Christopher R. Martin, author 
of No Longer Newsworthy

Bestseller
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The Caring Class
Home Health Aides in Crisis

Richard Schweid

THE CULTURE AND POLITICS OF HEALTH CARE WORK

$26.95 hardcover | $12.99 ebook
192 pages, 6 x 9

The number of elderly and disabled Americans in need of home 
health care is increasing annually, even as the pool of people—
almost always women—willing to do this job gets smaller and 
smaller. The Caring Class takes readers inside the reality of 
home health care by following the lives of women training and 
working as home health aides in the South Bronx.

Richard Schweid examines home health care in detail, focus-
ing on the women who tend to our elderly and disabled loved 
ones and how we fail to value their work. They are paid mini-
mum wage so that we might be absent, getting on with our own 
lives. The book calls for a rethinking of home health care and 
explains why changes are urgent: the current system offers nei-
ther a good way to live nor a good way to die. By improving the 
job of home health aide, Schweid shows, we can reduce income 
inequality and create a pool of qualified, competent home health 
care providers who would contribute to the well-being of us all. 

The Caring Class also serves as a guide into the world of our 
home health care system. Nearly 50 million US families look 
after an elderly or disabled loved one. This book explains the 
issues and choices they face. Schweid explores the narratives, 
histories, and people behind home health care in the United 
States, examining how we might improve the lives of both those 
who receive care and those who provide it.

Richard Schweid is author of a dozen books, including 
Invisible Nation, and Hot Peppers.

"Schweid treats his subjects and their 
community with generosity of heart and 
purpose. He places these women and their 
stories in the foreground, and the entire 
book benefits from that choice. Schweid 
approaches the dilemmas within the home 
health aide profession from numerous 
informative angles, but his writing remains 
broadly accessible. As a result, The Caring 
Class is easy to imagine in the hands of 
undergraduates, or even thoughtful high 
schoolers, studying all manner of subjects 
related to the social sciences or public 
health."—Chapter 16

"The Caring Class brings to life a relatively 
under-studied topic in the US health-care 
system Virtually every page brings 
poignant images to mind, which makes 
the book a powerful tool in the education 
of policymakers and students."—Paul 
V. Dutton, Northern Arizona University, 
author of Differential Diagnoses

"This book tells wonderful stories about 
direct care givers and the passion for 
caring they bring to their work. It is a must 
read for anyone interested in long term 
care."—Tara Cortes, Hartford Institute for 
Geriatric Nursing at NYU Meyers
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to recognize the same kinds of gaps in care that emerged in the Vietnam 
era. “These new veterans are young, complex, live in rural areas, are years 
post-discharge, and experiencing a multitude of community and 
family confl icts or stressors. They are divorced, bankrupt, can’t get or hold a 
job. They have pain problems, and because the military gave out painkillers 
like candy, they’re abusing or overusing opioids.” Kixmiller, who was at the 
time helping to set up Polytrauma at the Martinez VA, knew that that system 
of care did an excellent job dealing with patients who had brain injuries, and 
burns, and amputations as well as mental health problems. It just wasn’t set up 
to accommodate a subset of veterans that were high users of emergency care 
services or refused to go to—or dropped out of—mental health and substance 
abuse programs. These veterans were ending up in acute psychiatric wards or 
even jail. many of these veterans also lived in rural areas, hours 
away from a major hospital or large clinic. To be comprehensively evaluated, 
they would have to drive hours back and forth from Chico or Redding or 
Yreka to the Sacramento VA. They had PTSD, road rage, and insomnia. Be-
cause they couldn’t work, they may also have had child care responsibilities. It 
was therefore diffi cult, if not impossible, for them to make it to the multiple 
appointments with myriad specialists needed to even begin to evaluate, 
much less treat, their complex conditions. Kixmiller was working 
with a treatment team made up of neurologists, nurses, speech language pa-
thologists, physical and occupational therapists, physiatrists, chaplains, social 
workers, and mental health providers. He went to his team to talk about the 
need to serve this subset of veterans. They were, he said, more than happy to 
create a service that would welcome veterans on an inpatient unit for one to 
two weeks to do a comprehensive evaluation of their problems and develop 
an outpatient treatment plan for each of them. In 2007 the group set aside a 
few beds in the center for rehabilitation and extended care 
(CREC) at Martinez and started seeing post-9/11 veterans. Even though their 
injuries did not show up on brain scans, many veterans riding in Humvees and 
in other settings were subject to dozens, if not hundreds, of blast exposures. 
“Because of these blast exposures,” Kixmiller says, “their brains were knocking 
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Private Regulation of Labor 
Standards in Global Supply Chains
Problems, Progress, and Prospects

Sarosh Kuruvilla

$29.95 paperback | $14.99 ebook
342 pages, 6 x 9, 10 b&w halftones, 1 b&w line drawing, 27 charts

Private Regulation of Labor Standards in Global Supply Chains 
examines the effectiveness of corporate social responsibility on 
improving labor standards in global supply chains.

Sarosh Kuruvilla charts the development and effectiveness of 
corporate codes of conduct to ameliorate "sweatshop" conditions 
in global supply chains. This form of private voluntary regula-
tion, spearheaded by Nike and Reebok, became necessary given 
the inability of third world countries to enforce their own laws 
and the absence of a global regulatory system for labor standards. 
Although private regulation programs have been adopted by 
other companies in many different industries, we know relative-
ly little regarding the effectiveness of these programs because 
companies don't disclose information about their efforts and 
outcomes in regulating labor conditions in their supply chains.

Private Regulation of Labor Standards in Global Supply Chains 
presents data from companies, multi-stakeholder institutions, 
and auditing firms in a comprehensive, investigative dive into 
the world of private voluntary regulation of labor conditions. The 
picture he paints is wholistic and raw, but it considers several 
ways in which this private voluntary system can be improved to 
improve the lives of workers in global supply chains.

Sarosh Kuruvilla is the Andrew J. Nathanson Family Pro-
fessor of Industrial Relations, Asian Studies, and Public Affairs 
at Cornell University. He is co-editor of From Iron Rice Bowl to 
Informalization.

"Drawing on a rich array of novel data, 
Sarosh Kuruvilla presents a comprehensive 
analysis of the limitations of private labour 
governance in garment supply chains. 
This excellent book will be invaluable 
for scholars, students and practitioners 
of Corporate Social Responsibility and 
industrial relations in global supply 
chains."—Sarah Ashwin, London School of 
Economics, author of Adapting to Russia's 
New Labour Market

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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Most living organ donors have a relationship 
with the person who needs a transplant. They 
are family, friends, or members of the same 

community. Some, however, are strangers. They volun-
teer to donate for altruistic reasons. When the first such 
“stranger donors” volunteered to give a kidney to some-
one they didn’t know, doctors were suspicious. They re-
ferred these altruists to psychiatrists, assuming that they 
must be crazy. Most, it turned out, were not.

Over the last few decades, the number of “stranger 
donors” has steadily increased. Many transplant centers 
now encourage kidney patients who need a transplant 
to expand their donor search to the general community. 
They note that donation is considered low risk, espe-
cially if potential donors are carefully screened for po-
tential medical and psychological problems. But even as 
transplant centers are increasingly embracing altruistic 
donors, they have enacted policies and procedures that 
make it very difficult to donate. This book is about the 
journey of one such “stranger donor.” 

In Kidney to Share, Martha Gershun tells the story of 
her decision to donate a kidney to a woman she read 
about in the newspaper. The book takes readers through 
the arduous vetting process that Gershun went through 
so doctors could be satisfied she was physically and 
psychologically fit to undergo major surgery and con-
tinue a healthy life with only one kidney. The process 
was frustrating, expensive, and intrusive. The transplant 
center requested records from her therapist. They wor-
ried Gershun had substance abuse problems because 
she disclosed occasionally smoking recreational pot (in 
a state where it was legal). They required multiple trips 
from her home town to the transplant center, six hours 
away. 

Despite these barriers Gershun persisted, ultimately 
donating a kidney that saved the life of her recipient. It 
was one of the most meaningful experiences of her life. 
She wondered why it had to be so hard.

Lantos, a physician and bioethicist, places Gershun’s 
story in the larger context of the history of kidney trans-
plantation and the ethical controversies that surround 
living donors. He outlines the discoveries that made 
transplantation relatively safe and effective as well as 
the legal, ethical, and economic policies that make it fea-
sible. He explores the steps involved in recovering and 
allocating organs and analyzes the differences that arise 

depending on whether the organ comes from a living 
donor or one who has died.

Kidney to Share provides an account of organ dona-
tion that is both personal and analytical. The combina-
tion of perspectives leads to a profound and compelling 
exploration of a largely opaque practice. Gershun and 
Lantos make important recommendations to ease the 
barriers facing living organ donors. In the process they 
ask us to consider just how far society should go in using 
one person’s healthy body parts in order to save another 
person.

We need more organ donors. There are nearly 
100,000 people in the United States on the waiting 
list for a kidney transplant. Every day, thirteen of these 
patients will die waiting. Their best hope is for a living 
donor to step up to donate a kidney.

In the face of this compelling need, we would expect 
the medical community to openly embrace the altruism 
of prospective organ donors and make it as easy as pos-
sible for them to offer this ultimate gift of life. As this 
book shows, that is not the case. On the contrary, trans-
plant centers have policies and procedures that create 
medical, financial, and psychosocial barriers that delay—
or derail—the efforts of prospective donors to save the 
lives of family members, friends, and strangers.

Gershun and Lantos offer policy recommendations 
that could help eliminate these barriers—saving lives 
and allowing more people the great gift of becoming 
altruistic organ donors.

organ Donors: the ethics of living 
organ Donation

Martha Gershun
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Kidney to Share

Martha Gershun, and John D. Lantos, MD

THE CULTURE AND POLITICS OF HEALTH CARE WORK

$26.95 hardcover | $12.99 ebook
224 pages, 5.5 x 8.5, 2 b&w line drawings

In Kidney to Share, Martha Gershun tells the story of her deci-
sion to donate a kidney to a stranger. She takes readers through 
the complex process by which such donors are vetted to ensure 
that they are physically and psychologically fit to take the risk of 
a major operation. John D. Lantos, a physician and bioethicist, 
places Gershun's story in the larger context of the history of 
kidney transplantation and the ethical controversies that sur-
round living donors. Together, they help readers understand 
the discoveries that made transplantation relatively safe and 
effective as well as the legal, ethical, and economic policies that 
make it feasible. 

Gershun and Lantos explore the steps involved in recovering 
and allocating organs. They analyze the differences that arise 
depending on whether the organ comes from a living donor or 
one who has died. They observe the expertise—and the short-
comings—of doctors, nurses, and other professionals and de-
scribe the burdens that we place on people who are willing to 
donate. In this raw and vivid book, Gershun and Lantos ask us 
to consider just how far society should go in using one person's 
healthy body parts in order to save another person.

Kidney to Share provides an account of organ donation that 
is both personal and analytical. The combination of perspec-
tives leads to a profound and compelling exploration of a largely 
opaque practice. Gershun and Lantos pull back the curtain to 
offer readers a more transparent view of the fascinating world 
of organ donation.

Martha Gershun is the former Exec-
utive Director of Jackson County CASA 
(Court Appointed Special Advocates). 
She is author of Care & Custody, and her 
work has appeared in The Kansas City 
Star, The New York Times Magazine, Kvel-
ler, and The Radcliffe Quarterly. Follow 
her on Twitter @mgershun.<br><br>

John D. Lantos, MD, is Director of 
the Bioethics Center at Children's Mercy 
Hospital and Professor of Pediatrics at 
the University of Missouri Kansas City 
School of Medicine. His books include 
Do We Still Need Doctors, Neonatal Bio-
ethics, and Controversial Bodies. He is 
Associate Editor of American Journal of 
Bioethics, Perspectives in Biology and Med-
icine, and Current Problems in Pediatrics 
and Adolescent Health Care. Follow him 
on Twitter @johnlantos.
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Putin's Labor Dilemma
Russian Politics between Stability and 
Stagnation

Stephen Crowley

$29.95 hardcover | $14.99 ebook
306 pages, 6 x 9, 3 b&w halftones, 13 charts

In Putin's Labor Dilemma, Stephen Crowley investigates how the 
fear of labor protest has inhibited substantial economic trans-
formation in Russia. Putin boasts he has the backing of workers 
in the country's industrial heartland, but as economic growth 
slows in Russia, reviving the economy will require restructuring 
the country's industrial landscape. At the same time, doing so 
threatens to generate protest and instability from a key regime 
constituency. However, continuing to prop up Russia's Soviet-era 
workplaces, writes Crowley, could lead to declining wages and 
economic stagnation, threatening protest and instability.

Crowley explores the dynamics of a Russian labor market 
that generally avoids mass unemployment, the potentially 
explosive role of Russia's monotowns, conflicts generated by 
massive downsizing in "Russia's Detroit" (Tol'yatti), and the 
rapid politicization of the truck drivers movement. 

Labor protests currently show little sign of threatening Pu-
tin's hold on power, but the manner in which they are being 
conducted point to substantial chronic problems that will be 
difficult to resolve. Putin's Labor Dilemma demonstrates that 
the Russian economy must either find new sources of economic 
growth or face stagnation. Either scenario—market reforms or 
economic stagnation—raises the possibility, even probability, of 
destabilizing social unrest.

Stephen Crowley is Professor and Chair of the Department 
of Politics, Oberlin College, and author of Hot Coal, Cold Steel.

"In Putin's Labor Dilemma, Stephen 
Crowley explores the overlooked and 
misunderstood relationship between 
Russia's political elite and the still-
significant mass of working-class people. 
It is about so much more than just labor 
politics, and is a highly polished, masterly 
written, and broad ranging work of 
the highest quality."—Jeremy Morris, 
Aarhus University, author of Everyday 
Postsocialism

"Stephen Crowley is a most reliable 
guide to understanding what is going on 
beneath Russia's surface of labor stability. 
Deftly drawing on his expertise in labor 
history as well as his acumen as a political 
scientist, he demonstrates that Putin's 
labor dilemma stems from legacies of the 
Soviet past as well as the oligarchic nature 
of Russian capitalism."—Lewis Siegelbaum, 
Michigan State University, author of Stuck 
on Communism
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Re-Union
How Bold Labor Reforms Can Repair, 
Revitalize, and Reunite the United States

David Madland

$29.95 hardcover | $14.99 ebook
240 pages, 6 x 9, 1 chart

In Re-Union, David Madland explores how labor unions are es-
sential to all workers. Yet, union systems are badly flawed and 
in need of rapid changes for reform. Madland's multilayered 
analysis presents a solution—a model to replace the existing 
firm-based collective bargaining with a larger, industry-scale 
bargaining method coupled with powerful incentives for union 
membership.

These changes would represent a remarkable shift from the 
norm, but would be based on lessons from other countries, US 
history and current policy in several cities and states. In outlin-
ing the shift, Madland details how these proposals might mend 
the broken economic and political systems in the United States. 
He also uses three examples from Britain, Canada, and Australia 
to explore what there is yet to learn about this new system in 
other developed nations. 

Madland's practical advice in Re-Union extends to a proposal 
for how to implement the changes necessary to shift the current 
paradigm. This powerful call to action speaks directly to the 
workers affected by these policies—the very people seeking to 
have their voices recognized in a system that attempts to silence 
them.

David Madland is Senior Fellow and Strategic Director 
of the American Worker Project at the Center for American 
Progress. He is author of Hollowed Out. Follow him on Twitter                     
@DavidMadland.

"Re-Union is a wonderfully conceived, 
researched, and argued book."—Michael 
Oswalt, Northern Illinois University 
College of Law, coauthor of Labor Law in 
the Contemporary Workplace

"David Madland offers an exciting plan 
that honors the traditional role of unions 
while also proposing innovative steps to 
broaden how unions bargain and how they 
can serve the interests of workers outside 
their organizations. Madland shows how 
the great achievements of organized 
labor's past can be brought to life again 
in the 21st Century."—E. J. Dionne Jr., 
author of Code Red

"David Madland understands that 
strengthening workers will strengthen 
our economy and our democracy, and 
proposes bold solutions to reimagine how 
labor law can give working people a real 
chance to build lasting power through 
solidarity."—Sara Nelson, International 
President of the Association of Flight 
Attendants-CWA

Bestseller
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The failed effort by workers at Amazon’s Besse-
mer Alabama warehouse to unionize highlighted 
just how difficult it is to form a union under US 

labor law—as well as created a moment to think about 
the path forward for labor unions.

Because US law contains glaring weaknesses that al-
low employers to intimidate workers with, for example, 
one-on-one meetings with direct supervisors about the 
union that often include veiled threats and provide no 
monetary penalties if employers cross the line and fire 
or discipline a worker for union support, much of the dis-
cussion has focused on these flaws. But the path forward 
for unions needs to involve not just stronger rights for 
workers and a fairer process for joining a union but also 
policies that actively encourage workers to join unions 
and encourage broader-based bargaining. 

Active encouragement of unionization—by pro-
viding unions with a platform to recruit members and 
incentives for workers to join unions—and support for 
broader-based bargaining so that all workers doing sim-
ilar work receive similar pay are key steps forward for 
unions in today’s economy, as I explain in my new book, 
Re-Union.

Unions Are A Public Good
Unions provide a service that benefits society broad-

ly—higher wages for most workers, including many non-
union workers, and political voice for the working class. 
Because people can benefit from these services even 
if they don’t pay for it, society gets too little of public 
goods like unions. As a result, policy should not only 
provide strong union rights but also needs to actively 
encourage membership. 

Just as the government supports small businesses 
with targeted lending, government contracts, and pro-
tections from monopoly competitors, it also needs to 
encourage labor unions with a range of policies. Unions, 
for example, should deliver or help people access gov-
ernmental benefits—including workforce training, retire-
ment benefits, and enforcement of workplace laws—
akin to how unions help make unemployment insurance 
work in countries like Sweden, Demark, and Belgium. 
This model has proven effective at ensuring quality 
services and generating high and stable union member-
ship: it ensures visibility, provides access to workers, cre-
ates incentives for workers to join, and paves the way for 
greater recognition of the important work that unions 

do to support a fair economy. 
The Need for Broader-Based Bargaining
The changing economy has also made it harder for 

workers to collectively bargain at their worksites—the 
place where American labor law encourages bargaining 
to occur—because worksites have become more mobile 
and companies can increasingly contract out work. Bar-
gaining solely at a single worksite has always left out too 
many workers compared to bargaining at a higher level 
such as the sector or regional level—but the problem 
has gotten much worse in the modern economy. Work-
place-level bargaining also causes unionized employers 
to have higher labor costs than their competitors and 
thus increases employer resistance to unions. Indeed, 
Amazon allegedly threatened to close down the Besse-
mer, Alabama warehouse if it were unionization.

In today’s economy, unions need to be able to bargain 
not just at the worksite, but also for all workers across 
an entire industry no matter the type of workplace they 
have, no matter how their employment is structured. 
This is often called sectoral or broad-based bargaining. 

Broader-based bargaining raises wages for more 
workers and ensures that similar work receives similar 
pay, which not only limits opportunities for discrimina-
tion and closes racial and gender wage gaps, but also 
encourages industries to more efficiently allocate eco-
nomic resources and prevents good employers from 
being undercut by low-road competitors. 

Supporters of unions should seek to not only ensure 
workers have strong rights, but also ensure that poli-
cies create platforms for recruitment and incentives for 
membership as well as encourage bargaining beyond 
the worksite level.

the Path forWarD for unions after 
amazon
David Madland
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Women in the Sky
Gender and Labor in the Making of Modern 
Korea

Hwasook Nam

$47.95 hardcover | $23.99 ebook
294 pages, 6 x 9, 4 b&w halftones, 1 map

Women in the Sky examines Korean women factory workers' cen-
tury-long activism, from the 1920s to the present, with a focus 
on gender politics both in the labor movement and in the larger 
society. It highlights several key moments in colonial and post-
colonial Korean history when factory women commanded the 
attention of the wider public, including the early-1930s rubber 
shoe workers' general strike in Pyongyang, the early-1950s 
textile workers' struggle in South Korea, the 1970s democratic 
union movement led by female factory workers, and women 
workers' activism against neoliberal restructuring in recent 
decades. 

Hwasook Nam asks why women workers in South Korea 
have been relegated to the periphery in activist and mainstream 
narratives despite a century of persistent militant struggle and 
indisputable contributions to the labor movement and successful 
democracy movement. Women in the Sky opens and closes with 
stories of high-altitude sit-ins—a phenomenon unique to South 
Korea—beginning with the rubber shoe worker Kang Chury-
ong's sit-in in 1931 and ending with numerous others in today's 
South Korean labor movement, including that of Kim Jin-Sook.

In Women in the Sky, Nam seeks to understand and rectify 
the vast gap between the crucial roles women industrial workers 
played in the process of Korea's modernization and their relative 
invisibility as key players in social and historical narratives. By 
using gender and class as analytical categories, Nam presents a 
comprehensive study and rethinking of the twentieth-century 
nation-building history of Korea through the lens of female 
industrial worker activism.

Hwasook Nam is Emeritus Associate Professor of History at 
the University of Washington. In addition to authoring numer-
ous articles and book chapters, she is the author of Building Ships, 
Building a Nation and the coeditor of Beyond Death.

"Women in the Sky breaks new ground 
by examining women workers' 
labor activism in both colonial and 
postcolonial periods, expanding the 
context for understanding 
contemporary women workers' 
militant activism, showing how 
mainstream labor history has 
made their contributions invisible, and 
exploring the relationship between 
workers and intellectuals."—Seung-
Kyung Kim, Indiana University, author 
of The Korean Women's Movement 
and the State

"This book is a magnificent 
achievement. In its pages we discover 
a history of labor and capital in Korea 
that has never been told, one of a 
nation-building process that was 
consolidated by class and gender 
violence. Meticulously researched and 
rich in anecdote, Women in the Sky is a 
powerful, moving, and beautifully written 
book."—Ruth Barraclough, Australian 
National University, author of Factory Girl 
Literature
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Beyond Medicine
Why European Social Democracies Enjoy 
Better Health Outcomes Than the United 
States

Paul V. Dutton

THE CULTURE AND POLITICS OF HEALTH CARE WORK

$25.95 paperback | $12.99 ebook
216 pages, 6 x 9, 3 b&w halftones, 1 b&w line drawing, 3 charts

In Beyond Medicine, Paul V. Dutton provides a penetrating his-
torical analysis of why countless studies show that Americans 
are far less healthy than their European counterparts. 

Dutton argues that Europeans are healthier than Americans 
because beginning in the late nineteenth century European 
nations began construction of health systems that focused 
not only on medical care but the broad social determinants of 
health: where and how we live, work, play, and age. European 
leaders also created social safety nets that became integral to 
national economic policy. In contrast, US leaders often viewed 
investments to improve the social determinants of health and 
safety-net programs as a competing priority to economic growth. 

Beyond Medicine compares the US to three European social 
democracies—France, Germany, and Sweden—in order to ex-
plain how, in differing ways, each protects the health of infants 
and children, working-age adults, and the elderly. Unlike most 
comparative health system analyses, Dutton draws on history 
to find answers to our most nettlesome health policy questions.

Paul V. Dutton is Professor of History and Adjunct Professor 
of Health Sciences at Northern Arizona University. He is the 
author of Differential Diagnoses and Origins of the French Welfare 
State.

"Beyond Medicine is an engaging book that 
connects the dots between government 
policy, social determinants, and health 
outcomes."—Julia Lynch, University 
of Pennsylvania, author of Regimes of 
Inequality

"Paul V. Dutton's refreshingly well-written 
book is full of insights into how and why 
France, Germany, and Sweden have been 
more successful than the United States 
in implementing national policies that 
promote the health of mothers, children, 
and working and retired adults. All those 
who study or work in the field of health 
policy and management should read this 
book."—Victor G. Rodwin, New York 
University, coauthor of Health Care in 
World Cities

"In Beyond Medicine, Paul Dutton provides 
a compelling, panoramic, and deeply 
researched comparison of efforts to 
improve health and well-being in France, 
Germany, Sweden, and the United States. 
His message: Americans are less healthy 
not because American medicine falls short, 
but because US public policies fail to 
support human flourishing. In light of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, no message could 
be more important."—Jacob S. Hacker, 
Yale University
GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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RECENTLY 
PUBLISHED
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Taking Care of Our Own
When Family Caregivers Do Medical Work

Sherry N. Mong

“This sensitive account of the lived experi-
ence of providing medical care to family 
members at home includes heart-breaking 
descriptions of the frustrations of dealing 
with an inefficient and inadequate health 
care bureaucracy.”—Nancy Folbre, 
University of Massachusetts Amherst

$21.95 paperback | $14.99 ebook 
204 pages, 6 x 9

Mixing personal history, interviewee voices, and academic 
theory from the fields of care work, the sociology of work, med-
ical sociology, and nursing, Taking Care of Our Own introduces 
us to the hidden world of family caregivers. By taking a multidi-
mensional approach, Sherry N. Mong seeks to understand and 
analyze the types of skilled work that family caregivers do, the 
processes through which they learn and negotiate these new 
skills, and the meanings that both caregivers and nurses attach 
to their care work.

Taking Care of Our Own is based on sixty-two in-depth inter-
views with family caregivers, home and community health care 
nurses, and other expert observers to provide a lens through 
which these processes are analyzed while also exploring how 
caregivers learn the procedures. Mong also analyzes the emo-
tional labor of caregiving as well as the identities of caregivers 
and nurses as key players in the labor process, and gives atten-
tion to the ways in which the labor is transferred from medical 
professionals to family caregivers.

Sherry N. Mong is Associate Professor of Sociology and 
Criminology at Capital University in Columbus. 

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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What’s your favorite anecdote from your 
research for this book?

Too many to choose from!

Learning that Maine was the top paper 
producing state for decades (roughly 
1920s-1960), and was home to the top 
high-end publication papers—color 
magazines, high-end book presses, plus 
myriad other paper products.[1] In its 
heyday, Maine was the Detroit of the 
US paper industry, except no one knows 
this.

What do you wish you had known when 
you started writing your book, that you 
know now?

The US paper industry has few works on 
the industry’s labor and capitalist history.  
As the “Detroit of the paper industry,” 
Maine had over two dozen significant 
mills and a dozen very large mills during 
its heyday (up to the beginning of the 
1990s), almost all built in what was 
Maine’s deep wilderness around 1900; 
each mill has its own history of mastery 
of national markets, forging paternal-
istic relations between mill managers 
and workforce, and the story of growing 
worker rebellion starting in the 1960s 
as paternalistic bonds frayed. Also part 

of the story is the branch of the industry 
that was a massive workforce of wood-
cutters/loggers, mostly organized as con-
tractors rather than employees. While I 
focus intently on several mills and Maine 
loggers in the mid to late twentieth cen-
tury, a book could be written about the 
history of each mill, with more to be said 
about woodcutters. I wish I had started 
this research when I was younger, so that 
I could pursue more books on specific 
mills, and will seek to mentor young 
scholars to that end.

How do you wish you could change the 
field?

A deeper integration of labor history and 
history of capitalism/political economy.  
I hope my study has this impact:

discovering how some of what was “mass 
production” during the era of the second 
industrial revolution (as told by Piore and 
Sabel’s Second Industrial Divide, and 
Alfred Chandler’s The Visible Hand) 
was not based on a semi–skilled, Fordist 
model, but rather flexible specialization 
that came into vogue in the late twenti-
eth century 

“Maine was 
the Detroit of 
the US paper 
industry.”

Catching up with Michael G. Hillard
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Shredding Paper
The Rise and Fall of Maine’s Mighty Paper 
Industry

Michael G. Hillard

$32.95 hardcover | $15.99 ebook
280 pages, 6 x 9, 10 b&w halftones

From the early twentieth century until the 1960s, Maine led 
the nation in paper production. The state could have earned 
a reputation as the Detroit of paper production, however, the 
industry eventually slid towards failure. What happened? Shred-
ding Paper unwraps the changing US political economy since 
1960, uncovers how the paper industry defined and interacted 
with labor relations, and peels away the layers of history that 
encompassed the rise and downfall of Maine’s mighty paper 
industry. 

Michael G. Hillard deconstructs the paper industry’s un-
usual technological and economic history. For a century, the 
story of the nation’s most widely read glossy magazines and 
IMB card stock was one of capitalism, work, accommodation, 
and struggle. Local paper companies in Maine dominated the 
political landscape, controlling economic, workplace, land use, 
and water use policies. Hillard examines the many contributing 
factors surrounding how Maine became a paper powerhouse 
and then shows how it lost that position to changing times and 
foreign interests. 

Through a retelling of labor relations and worker experience 
from the late nineteenth century up until the late-nineties, Hil-
lard highlights how national conglomerates began absorbing 
family-owned companies, which were then subject to Wall Street 
demands for greater short-term profits after 1980. This new 
political economy
impacted the economy of the entire state, and destroyed Maine’s 
once-vaunted paper industry. Shredding Paper truthfully and 
transparently tells the great and grim story of blue-collar work-
ers and families and analyzes how paper workers themselves 
formulated a “folk” version of a history of capitalism in their 
industry. Ultimately, Hillard offers a telling example of the 
demise of big industry in the United States. 

Michael G. Hillard is Professor of Economics at the Uni-
versity of South Maine.

Bestseller
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This morning, I discovered that I had been blocked 
from commenting or posting in a Facebook 
group for parents of children with autism because 

I supported a mom who observed that those with “high 
functioning” kids are “lucky.” Her son sounds a lot like 
mine—intellectually disabled, with minimal communica-
tion skills and a complete lack of safety awareness that 
necessitates 24-hour supervision. Yet autistic adults in 
the group (either parents themselves, or merely interest-
ed in advising parents) pounced on her. They suggested 
that her child was more capable than she described him 
and dismissed functioning labels as “arbitrary,” “useless,” 
and “harmful.” When I added that my son also suffers 
from epilepsy, bipolar disorder, and a history of aggres-
sive and self-injurious rages, she and I were both blasted 
with a word I’ve seen increasingly weaponized to shut 
down discourse that doesn’t comport with the prevailing 
Disability Rights narrative: ableist.

I am both a parent advocate and a historian of med-
icine, so I’ve been very interested in how the social 
model of disability—which locates disability in an un-
accommodating society, rather than an individual—has 
become entrenched in Disability Rights and academic 
narratives. What started out in the 1960s and 1970s as 
the completely common-sense observation that those 
with physical and sensory impairments were far less dis-
abled in communities with curb-cuts, ramps, elevators, 
Braille menus, chirping traffic lights, etc. has evolved into 
an insistence that all disability—even the most profound 
intellectual and developmental—is socially constructed. 
Bioethicist Lisa Freitag called this “a cardinal rule that 
makes public optimism toward disability a requirement,” 
that “effectively silences parents who speak out about 
the hardships they encounter.”

Freitag isn’t the only academic who has challenged 
the hegemony of the social model. Sociologist Tom 
Shakespeare, women’s studies scholar Barbara Hillyer, 
and political scientist Stacy Clifford Simplican have all 
argued that the social model fails to consider those with 
significant cognitive impairments, for whom there is ab-
solutely no societal accommodation that would allow 
them to live alone, hold competitive, minimum wage 
employment, or make meaningful decisions about their 
lives.

But many disability scholars refuse to engage with 
these critiques. In their new book on parent advocacy, 

for example, Allison Carey, Pamela Block, and Richard 
Scotch divide parents into “allies” or “obstacles,” de-
pending on whether they align with the goals of the 
Disability Rights movement. (Yes, they call me out as an 
obstacle). Nowhere do they consider whether parents 
who “are more likely to pursue paternalistic approaches 
to care, such as guardianship, supervision, and imposed 
treatment” do so because that’s exactly what our kids 
need, not because we’re control freaks carelessly steam-
rolling over our children’s autonomy and capacity.

Disability Rights advocates and scholars have worked 
hard to articulate a broad identity that includes every-
one affected by disability, and I have a great appreci-
ation for their many accomplishments. But the key 
question that has remained undertheorized since Phil-
ip Ferguson pointed out in 1987 that “the exclusion of 
people with severe retardation from the disability rights 
movement is not simply an oversight…It is also a logical 
concomitant of the conceptual base” is how to respect-
fully include those with significant intellectual and devel-
opmental disabilities without eclipsing the devastating 
impairments that make severe autism, as I wrote in that 
Facebook group, “tragic.” I don’t know how best to do 
that, but I do know that censoring this perspective is not 
the answer.

challenging the social moDel of Disability

Amy S. F. Lutz
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We Walk
Life with Severe Autism

Amy S. F. Lutz

THE CULTURE AND POLITICS OF HEALTH CARE WORK

$24.95 hardcover | $11.99 ebook
192 pages, 5.5 x 8.5

In this collection of beautiful and raw essays, Amy S. F. Lutz 
writes openly about her experience—the positive and the nega-
tive—as the mother of a son with severe autism. Lutz’s human 
emotion drives through each page and challenges commonly 
held ideas that define autism either as a disease or as neuro-
diversity. We Walk is inspired by questions raised by Lutz as a 
parent of a severely autistic, now twenty-one-year-old son: What 
is the place of the intellectually and developmentally disabled 
in society? What responsibilities do we, as citizens and human 
beings, owe one another? Who should decide for those who can’t 
decide for themselves? What is the meaning of religion to some-
one with no abstract language? In exploring these questions, 
We Walk directly, but humanly examines social issues such as 
inclusion, religion, therapeutics, and friendship through the 
lens of severe autism.

In a world where the public perception of autism is largely 
shaped by the “quirky geniuses” featured on television shows 
like The Big Bang Theory and The Good Doctor, We Walk de-
mands that we center our debates about this disorder on those 
who are most impacted by it.

Amy S. F. Lutz is a doctoral student at the University of Penn-
sylvania and the author of Each Day I Like It Better. Follow her 
on Twitter @AmySFLutz.

"What makes We Walk so moving is that 
Lutz envisions an inclusivity that does 
not deny reality. We Walk manages to 
be both heartwarming and cerebral. It 
clears a path for us toward kindness and 
understanding."—The New York Times

“Lutz deploys unruffled logic to address 
key issues in autism today—diagnostic and 
functioning labels, the mass trivialization 
of serious disorder, the desperate need for 
treatments, and the heartbreaking fears 
of aging autism parents. A triumph!”—Jill 
Escher, President, National Council on 
Severe Autism

“If you want to understand autism—REAL 
autism—this is the book for you. As 
challenging and heartbreaking as this book 
can be to read, it’s nothing compared to 
the daily struggles that people living on 
the autism spectrum and their caregivers 
face each day.”—Alison Singer, President, 
Autism Science Foundation

“We Walk is an honest and raw collection of 
essays that eloquently portrays the harsh 
reality of life parenting a child with severe 
autism.”—Robyn K. Schneider, author of 
Silent Running

Bestseller
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The Laziness Myth
Narratives of Work and the Good Life in South 
Africa

Christine Jeske

$26.95  paperback | $17.99 ebook
240 pages, 6 x 9, 3 b&w halftones, 2 b&w line drawings

When people cannot find good work, can they still find good 
lives? By investigating this question in the context of South 
Africa, where only 43 percent of adults are employed, Christine 
Jeske invites readers to examine their own assumptions about 
how work and the good life do or do not coincide. The Laziness 
Myth challenges the widespread assumption that hard work 
determines success by tracing the titular “laziness myth,” a 
persistent narrative that disguises the systems and structures 
that produce inequalities while blaming unemployment and 
other social ills on the so-called laziness of particular class, 
racial, and ethnic groups. 

Jeske offers evidence of the laziness myth’s harsh conse-
quences, as well as insights into how to challenge the laziness 
myth with other South African narratives of a good life. In con-
texts as diverse as rapping in a library, manufacturing leather 
shoes, weed-whacking neighbors’ yards, negotiating marriage 
plans, and sharing water taps, the people described in this book 
will stimulate discussion on creative possibilities for seeking 
the good life in and out of employment, in South Africa and 
elsewhere.

Christine Jeske is Assistant Professor of Anthropology at 
Wheaton College. She is the author of Into the Mud and coauthor 
of This Ordinary Adventure. 

“With evidence of extensive fieldwork, 
research and reflection, Christine Jeske 
shows how variously situated individuals 
relate work to the good life, the challenges 
some face in attaining it through work, and 
how they find the good life anyway. She 
excels at storytelling, setting vivid scenes 
that keep her book lively and relat-
able.”—James Chamberlain, Mississippi 
State University, author of Undoing Work, 
Rethinking Community

“This engaging, nuanced, and thought-pro-
voking book does an excellent job 
introducing complex concepts in clear, 
accessible ways. Christine Jeske makes a 
persuasive case about the ways in which 
hard work is not working for South African 
youth (and others). A pleasure to read.”—
Carrie Lane, California State University, 
Fullerton, author of A Company of One

"Lucidly presented and full of engaging 
ethnographic detail, this book should see 
wide use, including in classrooms."—James 
Ferguson, Stanford University, author of 
Give a Man a Fish

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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What’s your favorite anecdote from your 
research for this book?

When she dropped out of electrical en-
gineering school, Sma joined the 52% 
of young South Africans counted as 
unemployed. “I was crying every day,” 
she recalled. In the years that followed, 
Sma and her hip hop dancer friend Teeza 
started a fashion design company called 
Black Teardrop. They now employ several 
people in a colorful cinderblock building 
in their township. Told from one angle, 
this is the quintessential entrepreneur-
ial success story—from stuck poverty to 
start-up dream. But that’s not how Sma 
and Teeza tell it. “We’re still hustlers,” 
they explained. “Hustling is when you 
try to make a good life.” You try. And that 
good life does not come easily. Hustling 
is a scrappy fight for dignity in a world 
of tough odds.

What do you wish you had known when 
you started writing your book, that you 
know now?

This research taught me that efforts to 
address unemployment must instead 
attend to the very roots of how societies 
envision the good life. In the dominant 
understanding of employment, anyone 
with a work ethic and a promising 

resume or business plan is presumed 
capable of getting paid and attaining the 
good life. This narrative fails on several 
accounts. What if a people’s social posi-
tions—not just their individual drive—
prevent them from attaining work? What 
if having work doesn’t lead to the kind of 
good life people seek? This research led 
me to ask a wider question—not how to 
create more jobs, but how to attain good 
lives. And in asking that question, I 
learned we need to focus less on worker 
qualities like productivity and more on 
social arrangements like respect. 

How do you wish you could change the 
field?

I would modestly frame it as a contri-
bution. I hope labor scholars would pay 
more attention to the increasingly com-
municative dimensions of work. Workers 
in and beyond media industries produce 
value based on communicative and affec-
tive processes. The whole body and soul 
is at work. My book invites scholars to 
consider labor not simply as an economic 
trade-off but a problem of social repro-
duction rooted in politics. 

 

“I hope labor 
scholars will 
pay more 
attention to 
the increasinly 
communicative 
dimensions of 
work.”

Catching up with Christine Jeske
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Reworking Japan
Changing Men at Work and Play under 
Neoliberalism

Nana Okura Gagné

$45.00 hardcover | $29.99 ebook
320 pages, 6 x9, 9 b&w halftones, 1 b&w line drawing, 5 charts

“Reworking Japan is a substantial con-
tribution to the literature on labor and 
neoliberalism in contemporary Japan. 
Highlighting the diversity of ‘salarymen,’ 
Gagné deftly traces the complexity of in-
dividual lives as they negotiate competing 
ideologies.”—Emma E. Cook, Hokkaido 
University, author of Reconstructing Adult 
Masculinities

“Based on more than a decade of research 
exploring how neoliberal reforms 
in Japan have been experienced by 
individual members of the dominant 
middle classes, Reworking Japan will be of 
interest to scholars not only of Japan but 
of neoliberalism more broadly. The life 
histories are rich and fascinating.”—Joshua 
Roth, Mount Holyoke College, author of 
Brokered Homeland

"This is a fresh and compelling analysis 
of the salaryman, the iconic figure of 
corporate Japan. Through sensitive 
and imaginative ethnography and a 
skillful application of a post-Gramscian 
theory of hegemony, Nana Okura Gagné 
significantly advances our understanding 
of the economic restructuring of 
twenty-first-century Japan and the global 
mutations of neoliberal dogma."—William 
W. Kelly, Yale University

Reworking Japan examines how the past several decades of 
neoliberal economic restructuring and reforms in Japan have 
reshaped corporate ideologies, gender ideologies, and subjec-
tivities of individual employees in Japan. With the remarkable 
economic growth since the 1950s, “salarymen” came to embody 
the masculine “New Middle Class” family ideal. However, as 
Nana Okura Gagné demonstrates, nearly three decades of eco-
nomic stagnation since the bursting of the economic bubble in 
the early 1990s has tarnished this positive image of salarymen. 
In a sweeping appraisal of recent history, Gagné shows how 
economic restructuring has reshaped Japanese corporations, 
workers, and ideals, as well as how Japanese companies and 
workers have responded to such changes. 

Gagné explores the fraught and problematic transition from 
Japan’s postwar ideology of “companyism” to the emergent ide-
ology of neoliberalism and the subsequent large-scale economic 
restructuring in Japan. By juxtaposing Japan’s economic history 
with case studies and life stories, Gagné goes beyond the ab-
stract to explore the human dimension of the neoliberal reforms 
that transformed corporate governance, socioeconomic class, 
workers’ ideals, and gender relations in Japan. Reworking Japan, 
with its first-hand analysis of how the supposedly hegemonic 
neoliberal regime does not completely transform existing cultur-
al frames and social relations, will shake up preconceived ideas 
about Japanese men in general, and salarymen in particular. 

Nana Okura Gagné is Assistant Professor at The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong.
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As disgusted as we might be by such dynamics, and the Criminalization Trap
more generally, the challenge for most of us is envisioning something dif-
ferent. We have become so accustomed to our current set of policies and 
practices that it can be difficult to imagine something better than our mass 
criminalization and incarceration system. Allow me to suggest that this really 
shouldn’t be that difficult. Considering how our criminal justice system oper-
ates within communities of color, we shouldn’t have to work too hard to imag-
ine something better. There are superior options virtually every-
where we look. For example, it wasn’t that long ago that here, in the United 
States, our criminal justice system was radically different from its current form. 
As stated at the beginning of the chapter, in the early 1970s our incarcerated 
population was a small fraction of what it is currently, and we had less than 40 
percent of the number of police officers, prosecutors, correctional officers, 
and other justice system employees that we do now. We don’t 
even have to time travel to identify examples from which we can learn. There 
are already numerous places in the United States where we have somehow 
been able to advance public safety without creating a police state— namely, 
virtually every predominantly white community in the country. the fact is 
that if the criminal justice system merely engaged with the residents 
of communities of color the same way it has engaged with me and almost all 
the other white people I have known throughout my life, that would go a long 
way toward fixing the mess we have made. (For example, think about the 
difference it would make if we simply policed the residents of communities of 
color the way we treat the students at many predominantly white col-
leges and universities: as if there were a giant protective bubble around 
them.) In fact, if we are looking for other models of places that don’t rely on 
incarceration as much as we do, we can just pull out a map and throw a dart. 
Any other country in the world that we hit is going to have a lower incarcera-
tion rate than we do. The fact is that almost every other place in the world, at 
almost every point in history, has used criminalization and incarceration less 
than the United States does within communities of color. So it shouldn’t be 
that hard to envision something better. Actually implementing that change 
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Reimagining the Governance of 
Work and Employment

edited by Dionne Pohler

LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS  ASSOCIATION

$34.95 paperback 
304 pages, 5.5 x 8.5

Contributors: Rachel Aleks (University of Windsor); 
Adelle Blackett (McGill University); Stephen Clibborn 
(University of Sydney); Bill Dirksen (Ford); Greg 
Distelhorst (University of Toronto); Jimmy Donaghey 
(University of Southern Australia); Morley Gunderson 
(University of Toronto); Lisa Jordan (USW); Tamara 
Kay (University of Notre Dame); Kourtney Koebel (Uni-
versity of Toronto); Nelson Lichtenstein (University of 
California Santa Barbara); Michael Maffie (Pennsylvania 
State University); Robert Manduca (Harvard Universi-
ty); Marc-Andre Pigeon (University of Saskatchewan); 
Dionne Pohler (University of Toronto); Tina Saksida 
(University of Prince Edward Island); Nathan Schneider 
(University of Colorado Boulder); Sara Slinn (Osgoode 
Hall Law School); Jason Spicer (University of Toronto); 
Arianna Tassinari (European University Institute); Chris 
F. Wright (University of Sydney)

Are unions still relevant in digitized workplaces? Could basic 
income be the solution to both poverty and technology-driven 
job loss? What are the benefits and drawbacks of a guaranteed 
jobs policy? Are multinational firms better regulators of global 
work than States? What are the tensions between immigration 
and employment relations? What are the regional impacts of 
national living wage movements? Do employment laws work for 
non-standard work? What would emancipation in transnation-
al labor law look like? Are European social partnerships dead? 
Which decades-old policy ideas should be revived to help us 
navigate the changing nature of work and economies?

This edited research volume explores classic approaches to 
the regulation of employment that solidified in the period follow-
ing the world wars. Unions and collective bargaining, labor and 
employment laws, and social partnerships are, and will continue 
to be, important institutions in many countries. However, the 
volume also reimagines old and new ideas for the governance 
of work and employment in global, digital, post-industrial, and 
rapidly changing economies and societies. Contributing authors 
consist of leading expert scholars and practitioners from around 
the world.

Dionne Pohler is an associate professor, the CIBC Chair in 
Youth Employment, and Associate Director at the Centre for 
Industrial Relations and Human Resources at the University of 
Toronto. Her research, which has received several international 
awards, covers a broad range of topics on work and employment, 
unions and labour relations, co-operative governance and devel-
opment, and public policy implementation. Dionne developed a 
model of rural co-operative development alongside settler and 
indigenous communities in western Canada as one of the co-in-
vestigators on the Co-operative Innovation Project. She was also 
a founding board member of Co-operatives First, a non-profit 
organization dedicated to working with rural communities to 
address their needs.
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More Than Medicine
Nurse Practitioners and the Problems They 
Solve for Patients, Health Care Organizations, 
and the State

LaTonya J. Trotter

“LaTonya Trotter has written a beautiful 
book, one that is engaging, empirically 
rich, and theoretically sophisticated. More 
Than Medicine is cleverly argued, drawing 
on foundational concepts and theories 
in the sociology of professions, political 
sociology, and medical sociology.”—Clare 
Stacey, Kent State University, author of 
The Caring Self

“More Than Medicine is a must-read for 
anyone interested in how our changing 
health care system both maintains and 
challenges norms about gender, work, 
and the provision of care.”—Adia Harvey 
Wingfield, Washington University in St. 
Louis, author of Flatlining

"More than Medicine convincingly 
shows that nurse practitioners are not 
pseudo-physicians, but are professionals 
who approach care in ways that takes 
social context seriously. Through rich data 
and compelling stories, we see how nurse 
practitioners manage social problems by 
not just providing healthcare, but also 
social services and emotional support 
to patients in need."—Jennifer Reich, 
University of Colorado Denver, author of 
Calling the Shots

$19.95 paperback | $12.99 ebook
216 pages, 6 x 9

In More Than Medicine, LaTonya J. Trotter chronicles the ev-
eryday work of a group of nurse practitioners (NPs) working 
on the front lines of the American health care crisis as they 
cared for four hundred African-American older adults living 
with poor health and limited means. Trotter describes how these 
NPs practiced an inclusive form of care work that addressed 
medical, social, and organizational problems that often accom-
pany poverty. In solving this expanded terrain of problems from 
inside the clinic, these NPs were not only solving a broader set 
of concerns for their patients; they became a professional solu-
tion for managing “difficult people” for both their employer and 
the state. Through More Than Medicine, we discover that the 
problems found in the NP’s exam room are as much a product 
of our nation’s disinvestment in social problems as of physician 
scarcity or rising costs.

LaTonya J. Trotter is Assistant Professor in the Department 
of Sociology at Vanderbilt University. Follow her on Twitter @
latonyajtrotter.

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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What’s your favorite anecdote from your 
research for this book?

My favorite anecdote is the ethnographic 
moment when a technical artist told me 
that his wife likened the game studio to 
a fraternity house. Whereas she did her 
“boring” accounting job and counted 
money all day, her husband and other 
game developers would “play” at the 
studio, It is a favorite moment since it 
vividly demonstrated the unequal poli-
tics of who can play and who has to work 
in this global media industry. It pushed 
me to reframe my work through gender 
and social reproduction and interrogate 
the unevenness of the “do what you love” 
regime in the video game industry.

What do you wish you had known when 
you started writing your book, that you 
know now?

When I started writing the book, my 
knowledge about the experience of 
labor organizing across game workers 
was limited, mainly because there was 
none. However, as I discuss in my book’s 
conclusion along with questions of uni-
versal basic income and post-work uto-
pian imagination, I now very well know 
that workers in the game industry are not 
disorganizable. On the contrary, game 

workers across the globe are raising their 
voice against exploitation, long work 
hours, sexual harassment, and racism.

How do you wish you could change the 
field?

I would modestly frame it as a contribu-
tion. First, I hope labor scholars would 
pay more attention to the increasingly 
communicative dimensions of work. 
Workers in and beyond media industries 
produce value based on communicative 
and affective processes. The whole body 
and soul is at work. Second, media schol-
ars researching labor need to materialize 
their discussions of “immaterial labor” 
by ethnographically embedding work 
within the broader scheme of life, taking 
the domestic space, urban space and in-
frastructure into consideration. Finally, 
my book invites scholars to consider 
labor not simply as an economic trade-
off but a problem of social reproduction 
rooted in politics. 

 

“Workers 
across the 
globe are 
raising their 
voice against 
exploitation, 
long work 
hours, sexual 
harassment, 
and racism.”

Catching up with Ergin Bulut
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A Precarious Game
The Illusion of Dream Jobs in the Video Game 
Industry

Ergin Bulut

"Building on "critical political economy, 
feminist theory, and autonomist Marxism," 
this book is a much-needed contribution 
to critical game studies by breaking the 
glamorous spell over the contemporary 
forms of immaterial and creative media 
labor. Theoretical discussions are clear 
enough to engage with and vividly 
illustrated in ethnographic research. The 
language makes the book a fluent read 
not only for academics but for anyone 
interested in current modes of capitalism 
and videogame production."—Critical 
Studies in Media Communication

“I know of no other work that chronicles the 
life cycle and death of a creative industry, 
and in doing so, potentially tempers the 
rhetoric celebrating the entrepreneur 
because it shows that failure is endemic to 
trying new things.”—Vicki Mayer, Tulane 
University

“A Precarious Game is an original work 
that deftly combines a political economy 
critique of the inequities and hidden 
violence of the digital economy with 
critical Feminist analysis of labor and social 
reproduction.”—Paula Chakravartty, New 
York University

$23.95 paperback | $15.99 ebook
228 pages, 6 x 9

A Precarious Game is an ethnographic examination of video 
game production. The developers Bulut researched for almost 
three years in a medium sized studio in the US loved making 
video games that millions play. However, only some can enjoy 
this dream job, which can be precarious and alienating for many 
others. That is, the passion of a predominantly white-male labor 
force relies on material inequalities involving the sacrificial labor 
of their families, unacknowledged work of precarious testers, 
and thousands of racialized and gendered workers in the Global 
South. 

In A Precarious Game, Bulut explores the politics of doing 
what one loves. Passion and love at work imply freedom, par-
ticipation, and choice, but they in fact accelerate self-exploita-
tion and can impose emotional toxicity on other workers by 
forcing them to work endless hours. Bulut argues that such 
ludic discourses in the game industry disguise the racialized 
and gendered inequalities on which a profitable transnational 
industry thrives. 

Work within capitalism is not just an economic matter and 
the political nature of employment and love can still be undem-
ocratic even when based on mutual consent. As Bulut demon-
strates, rather than considering work simply as an economic 
matter based on trade-offs in the workplace, we should consider 
work and love as a question of democracy rooted in politics. 

Ergin Bulut is Assistant Professor in the Department of 
Media and Visual Arts at Koç University. He is co-editor of 
Cognitive Capitalism, Education and Digital Labor. Follow him 
on Twitter @ergincloud.

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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Home Care Fault Lines
Understanding Tensions and Creating 
Alliances

Cynthia J. Cranford

$26.95 paperback | $17.99 ebook
232 pages, 6 x 9, 2 b&w line drawings

“Home Care Fault Lines takes a well-
grounded research design, evaluates it in 
light of a wide interdisciplinary reading of 
care, labor, disability, immigration, race, 
social movements, and other related 
literatures, and comes up with a model for 
change that builds upon what already has 
happened to envision new possibilities.”—
Eileen Boris, University of California, 
Santa Barbara

"Cynthia Cranford presents a compelling 
and nuanced analysis of the multifaceted 
conflict arising from inadequate support 
programs. Recognizing both provider 
and receiver are potentially vulnerable 
populations, Home Care Fault Lines is a 
must-read for coalition building with the 
elderly, disabled and immigrant workers."—
Mary Romero, author of Introducing 
Intersectionality

In this revealing look at home care, Cynthia J. Cranford illus-
trates how elderly and disabled people and the immigrant women 
workers who assist them in daily activities develop meaningful 
relationships even when their different ages, abilities, races, na-
tionalities, and socio-economic backgrounds generate tension 
in the intimate encounter that is home help. As Cranford shows, 
workers experience devaluation within racialized and gendered 
class hierarchies, which shapes their pursuit of security. 

Home Care Fault Lines analyzes the tensions, alliances, and 
compromises between security for workers and flexibility for el-
derly and disabled people, and Cranford argues that workers and 
recipients negotiate flexibility and security within intersecting 
inequalities in varying ways depending on multiple interacting 
dynamics. 

What comes through from Cranford’s analysis is the need 
for a new unionism that builds deeply democratic alliances 
across multiple axes of inequality. She argues for an intimate 
community unionism that advocates for universal state funding, 
designs worker-recipient run, culturally sensitive labor market 
intermediaries to help people find workers and jobs, and ad-
dresses everyday tensions in the home-workplaces in order to 
support both flexible care and secure work.  

Cynthia Cranford is an Associate Professor of Sociology at 
the University of Toronto. She is the co-author of Self-employed 
Workers Organize. Follow her on Twitter @Cranford1971.

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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Crafting the Movement
Identity Entrepreneurs in the Swedish Trade 
Union Movement, 1920–1940

Jenny Jansson

$19.95 paperback | free ebook 
214 pages, 6 x 9, 1 b&w halftone, 4 b&w line drawings, 8 charts

Crafting the Movement presents an explanation of why the Swed-
ish working class so unanimously adopted reformism during the 
interwar period. Jenny Jansson discusses the precarious time 
for the labor movement after the Russian Revolution in 1917 
that sparked a trend towards radicalization among labor orga-
nizations and communist organizations throughout Europe and 
caused an identity crisis in class organizations. She reveals that 
the leadership of the Trade Union Confederation (LO) was well 
aware of the identity problems that the left-wing factions had 
created for the reformist unions. Crafting the Movement explains 
how this led labor movement leaders towards a re-formulation 
of the notion of the worker by constructing an organizational 
identity that downplayed class struggle and embraced discipline, 
peaceful solutions to labor market problems, and cooperation 
with the employers. As Jansson shows, study activities arranged 
by the Workers’ Educational Association became the main tool 
of the Trade Union Confederation’s identity policy in the 1920s 
and 1930s and its successful outcome paved the way for the 
well-known “Swedish Model.” 

Jenny Jansson is Researcher and University Teacher in the 
Department of Government, Uppsala University, and is co-au-
thor of the book Trade Unions on YouTube. Follow her on Twitter 
@JenJansson and @digifacket. 

Thanks to generous funding from Uppsala University, the ebook 
editions of this book are available as Open Access volumes 
from Cornell Open (cornellopen.org) and other Open Access 
repositories.

"Jansson provides quite informative 
details and a convincing narrative arc to 
render the strategies and activities that 
reformist, rather than revolutionary, labor 
organizations in Sweden pursued to attain 
their aims."—Choice

“This is an outstanding book, meticulous in 
its research and intellectually stimulating 
as well as argumentative in the best sense. 
Understanding labor leaders as identity 
entrepreneurs is a very innovative way of 
looking again at the leadership of the labor 
movement and their ability to construct 
working-class identities.”—Stefan Berger, 
Ruhr University Bochum, author of The 
British Labour Party and the German Social 
Democrats, 1900–1931

“Crafting the Movement contributes to our 
knowledge of an understudied aspect of 
the Swedish labor movement during the 
interwar years. It presents new information 
on workers’ education organized by trade 
unions and workers’ parties. Jansson’s 
book is well-conceived and well written.”—
Marcel van der Linden, International 
Institute of Social History, author of 
Workers of the World
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Contesting Precarity in Japan
The Rise of Nonregular Workers and the New 
Policy Dissensus

Saori Shibata

$27.95 paperback | $18.99 ebook 
200 pages, 6 x 9, 11 charts

Contesting Precarity in Japan details the new forms of workers’ 
protest and opposition that have developed as Japan’s economy 
has transformed over the past three decades and highlights their 
impact upon the country’s policymaking process. 

Drawing on a new dataset charting protest events from the 
1980s to the present, Saori Shibata produces the first systematic 
study of Japan’s new precarious labour movement. It details 
the movement’s rise during Japan’s post-bubble economic 
transformation and highlights the different and innovative 
forms of dissent that mark the end of the country’s famously 
non-confrontational industrial relations. In doing so, moreover, 
she shows how this new pattern of industrial and social tension 
is ref lected within the country’s macroeconomic policymaking, 
resulting in a new policy dissensus that has consistently failed 
to offer policy reforms that would produce a return to economic 
growth. As a result, Shibata argues that the Japanese model 
of capitalism has therefore become increasingly disorganized.

Saori Shibata is Assistant Professor at Leiden University. 

“Contesting Precarity in Japan arrives at a 
critical conjuncture in which a large and an 
expanding swath of the labor force occupy 
precarious positions. Applying a fresh 
point of view, it should be required by all 
courses on industrial relations and labor 
movements.”—Heidi Gottfried, Wayne 
State University, author of Reproductive 
Bargain
 

“Shibata develops a clear and theoretically 
elaborated argument that is backed up 
with well-done empirical analyses of new 
empirical material. Contesting Precarity in 
Japan provides an innovative contribution 
to the literature.”—David Chiavacci, 
University of Zurich, co-author of Social 
Inequality in Post-Growth Japan
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Despotism on Demand
How Power Operates in the Flexible Workplace

Alex J. Wood

$26.95 paperback | $17.99 ebook
204 pages, 6 x 9, 1 chart

Despotism on Demand draws attention to the impact of flexible 
scheduling on managerial power and workplace control. When 
we understand paid work as a power relationship, argues Alex 
J. Wood, we see how the spread of precarious scheduling con-
stitutes flexible despotism; a novel regime of control within the 
workplace. 

Wood believes that flexible despotism represents a new 
domain of inequality, in which the postindustrial working class 
increasingly suffer a scheduling nightmare. By investigating 
two of the largest retailers in the world he uncovers how con-
trol in the contemporary “flexible firm” is achieved through the 
insidious combination of “flexible discipline” and “schedule 
gifts.” Flexible discipline provides managers with an arbitrary 
means by which to punish workers, but flexible scheduling also 
requires workers to actively win favor with managers in order to 
receive “schedule gifts”: more or better hours. Wood concludes 
that the centrality of precarious scheduling to control means 
that for those at the bottom of the postindustrial labor market 
the future of work will increasingly be one of flexible despotism.

Alex J. Wood is Lecturer in the Sociology of Work at the Uni-
versity of Birmingham and a Research Associate at the Oxford 
Internet Institute, University of Oxford. Follow him on Twitter 
@tom_swing.

"Despotism on Demand comes with the 
well-deserved praise of two seminal 
scholars in the field of industrial sociology. 
Wood presents an exquisite study of 
today's flexible workplace."—The Marx and 
Philosophy Review of Books

“Despotism on Demand is brimming with 
ambition and imagination. Based on 
outstanding fieldwork, it rises above many 
such ethnographies in its theoretical 
sophistication.”—Michael Burawoy, 
University of California, Berkeley

“This impressive book on working 
conditions in the on-demand economy 
deserves to be widely read. Wood 
provides a lucid and nuanced account of 
how precarious scheduling has become 
central to managerial control in this 
growing sector.”—Judy Wajcman, London 
School of Economics
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Labor in the Time of Trump critically analyzes the right-wing 
attack on workers and unions and offers strategies to build a 
working–class movement.

While President Trump’s election in 2016 may have been 
a wakeup call for labor and the Left, the underlying processes 
behind this shift to the right have been building for at least forty 
years.  The contributors show that only by analyzing the vul-
nerabilities in the right-wing strategy can the labor movement 
develop an effective response.

Essays in the volume examine the conservative upsurge, ex-
plore key challenges the labor movement faces today, and draw 
lessons from recent activist successes.

The editors of this book are faculty members of the Labor Center 
and Sociology Department at the University of Massachusetts 
Amherst. Combined, they have dozens of books and articles that 
analyze the labor movement, work, and politics. They regularly 
work with unions and worker centers, and they teach graduate 
courses in labor studies, economics, history, organizing, and 
union campaigns.

Contributors: Donald Cohen, founder and executive director of In the Public Interest; Bill 
Fletcher, Jr., author of Solidarity Divided; Shannon Gleeson, Cornell University School 
of Industrial and Labor Relations; Sarah Jaffe, co-host of Dissent Magazine's Belabored 
podcast; Cedric Johnson, University of Illinois at Chicago; Jennifer Klein, Yale University; 
Gordon Lafer, University of Oregon's Labor Education and Research Center; Jose La 
Luz, labor activist and public intellectual; Nancy MacLean, Duke University; MaryBe 
McMillan, President of the North Carolina state AFL-CIO; Jon Shelton, University of 
Wisconsin, Green Bay; Lara Skinner, The Worker Institute at Cornell University; Kyla 
Walters, Sonoma State University

$24.95 paperback | $16.99 ebook
264 pages, 6 x 9

“This volume offers a timely, needed, 
and original set of interpretations of the 
political moment in which we live. The em-
phasis here is not on theoretical debates 
but rather on practical political analysis 
and the construction of alternatives.”—Nik 
Theodore, University of Illinois at Chicago

"Labor in the Time of Trump is a 
fascinating collection of essays that 
make an important contribution to our 
understanding of the contemporary labor 
movement.  Timely and exciting, it is well 
suited for the undergraduate classroom 
as well as training for workers."—Carolina 
Bank-Munoz, Brooklyn College, author of 
Building Power From Below

"Labor in the Time of Trump is a must-read. 
It makes clear that labor's role is crucial in 
a time when workers and our institutions 
are under attack. Analyzing the current 
anti-worker, anti-union environment and 
how the Right brought us to this point, the 
book pivots to the opportunities we have 
for making a new, more progressive world. 
A better world is possible."—Sara Nelson, 
International President of the Association 
of Flight Attendants-CWA, AFL-CIO

Labor in the Time of Trump
 
edited by Jasmine Kerrissey, Eve S. Weinbaum, 
Clare Hammonds, Tom Juravich, and Dan Clawson
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After spending more than 30 years researching 
health care delivery and nursing in the Amer-
ican private, profit-driven health care market-

place, I decided to explore how the Veterans Health 
Administration (VHA) delivers healthcare to 9 million 
of the nation’s veterans. Although neither I, nor anyone 
in my family is a veteran, I knew that the VHA had made 
impressive strides in implementing healthcare team-
work and improving patient safety. I knew the system 
was more accountable than the settings in which I –a 
non-veteran– get my healthcare. I had, however, no idea 
how impressive the system really is.

Nearly five years observing and interviewing veter-
ans, their families, and their caregivers, showed me how 
the VHA delivers excellent care –at far lower cost than 
is available in the private sector– to the nation’s most 
complex patients.

In Wounds of War, I introduce you to the veterans 
who receive this care and the dedicated employees who 
deliver it. I take you into exam rooms, hospital wards, 
therapy groups, homeless and legal programs, and even 
cooking classes where the VHA caregivers are interact-
ing with their patients.

And you’ll find that while our broader healthcare sys-
tem delivers fragmented healthcare services, the VHA 
is grounded in an integrated model.

It has perhaps the only functioning mental and be-
havioral health system in the United States and delivers 
high quality geriatric and end of life care, all while simul-
taneously addressing patients’ housing, employment, 
and legal problems.

True, we should all have this kind of integrated care; 
but it is critical to veterans. After all, military training and 
service places them at high risk for mental health and 
substance abuse problems, suicide, chronic pain, home-
lessness, and legal issues, to name a few.

The VHA has done something really rare in Amer-
ican medicine. Today, many hospitals may advertise 
team-based care, but will not spend their resources to 
teach people to work together. The VHA has devoted 
enormous time and energy to train employees to work 
on teams. You’d be surprised to find out that a veteran’s 
primary care provider will actually consult with his or her 
mental health therapist or orthopedist, social worker, 
dietician, or physical therapist in a face-to-face conver-
sation –not only through notes entered into a shared 

electronic medical record–, in order to determine the 
best plan of care.

Over and over again, I am reminded how lacking this 
kind of integrated care is outside the VHA.

The other day, a friend who’d been suffering for years 
from back pain, consulted with a high- priced orthope-
dic specialist. The specialist peered at his X-rays and de-
clared that he wasn’t a candidate for surgery. Maybe, the 
physician told my friend, PT would work, or chiropractic, 
or acupuncture, or even yoga.  Check it out, he advised, 
as he rushed on to his next appointment. My friend was 
on his own.

If my friend was a veteran, he would have been 
scheduled for a visit with an integrative pain team. He 
would have been helped to enroll in the kind of pain 
classes that significantly reduce patients’ perceptions of 
pain and enhance daily function. He would have been 
scheduled for physical therapy and even signed up for 
classes of yoga and mindfulness meditation. And all of 
this would have been coordinated by caregivers, not left 
in the hands of a vulnerable patient.

Plus, it wouldn’t cost the veteran one dime.
President Donald J. Trump and Congressional Re-

publicans are attacking and trying to privatize the entire 
system, rather than to improve and strengthen it. They 
are following the game plan of ultra right wing-libertari-
an billionaires like the Koch brothers, who have carefully 
crafted a narrative of a broken government-run health-
care system. Aided and abetted by some Democrats 
who fail to understand the promise and problems of the 
VHA, they have passed legislation like VA MISSION 
and VA Accountability Acts. These laws will outsource 
more VHA care to the private sector, starve the system 
of resources, close facilities, vilify VHA employees and 
shift billionaires of tax payer dollars into the hands of 
private sector hospitals, doctors, mental health practi-
tioners, medical equipment companies, and even real 
estate developers.

We owe it to the veterans who have sacrificed for 
their country to maintain and improve a healthcare sys-
tem designed to serve their specific needs. And it would 
also be an important step towards promoting the kind 
of successful models of care that should ultimately be 
available to all of us, not just veterans.

oPen WounD: Privatizing the veterans 
health aDministration (vha)

Suzanne Gordon
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Wounds of War
How the VA Delivers Health, Healing, and 
Hope to the Nation’s Veterans

Suzanne Gordon

“A terrific book, and I would recommend 
that every veteran depending upon the 
VA for his or her healthcare buy it.”—The 
Veteran

“Important and timely.”—CounterPunch

“For better or worse, the course of VA 
health care now depends on a citizenry 
and health policy community that 
possesses little firsthand experience with 
its services or achievements. Wounds of 
War is a tremendous starting point for 
those interested in understanding the 
importance of getting these decisions 
right.”—Washington Monthly

“Wounds of War is a valuable resource 
for veterans’ rights advocates as well as 
everyone concerned with the struggle for 
Medicare for all.”—Against the Current

“Wounds of War highlights what the 
average American rarely gets to see in 
the news media but what many veterans 
know first-hand: day in and day out—and 
with little fanfare—the VHA provides high 
quality, patient-centered care to millions 
of our nation’s veterans.”—Senator Bernie 
SandersTHE CULTURE AND POLITICS OF HEALTH CARE WORK

$19.95 paperback | $9.99 ebook
464 pages, 6 x 9

US military conflicts abroad have left nine million Americans 
dependent on the Veterans Health Administration for medical 
care. Their “wounds of war” are treated by the largest hospital 
system in the country—one that has come under fire from 
critics in the White House, on Capitol Hill, and in the nation’s 
media. 

In Wounds of War, Gordon draws from five years of obser-
vational research to describe how the VHA does a better job 
than private sector institutions offering primary and geriatric 
care, mental health and home care services, and support for 
patients nearing the end of life. In the unusual culture of soli-
darity between patients and providers that the VHA has fostered, 
Gordon finds a working model for higher quality health care and 
a much-needed alternative to the practice of for-profit medicine.

Suzanne Gordon has written, edited, or co-authored twenty 
books. Gordon has been published in the New York Times, Los 
Angeles Times, Boston Globe, American Prospect, Atlantic Monthly, 
Harpers Magazine. 
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What’s your favorite anecdote from your 
research for this book?

One day, I was sitting in the canteen at 
the VA San Francisco during a crowded 
lunch hour, when a former Marine asked 
if he could share my table. As we chat-
ted,  I said I was writing a book about 
VA healthcare. Without my asking a 
single question, he told me how the 
VA helped him with his bi-polar dis-
order.  Another veteran overheard the 
conversation and said he’d been helped 
with PTSD and anger problems. Then a 
pharmacist walked by and gave me his 
phone number. Nothing like this would 
ever happen in a private sector hospital, 
believe me.  

What do you wish you had known when 
you started writing your book, that you 
know now?

I didn’t know about the Veterans Health 
Administration’s (VHA) multiple mis-
sions. The system educates many of the 
nation’s healthcare professionals. The 
VA is a research powerhouse. Thanks 
VA  for my shingles vaccine. The VA has 
developed models of team-based care 
that the private sector system should 
be emulating. Plus, the VA helps with 
national emergencies, like the one we’re 

going through now. No other system has 
such coordinated care, so much account-
ability and transparency and staff that is 
so mission drive 

How do you wish you could change the 
way Americans view the VA?

Most Americans as well as members of 
the media and Congress have bought 
the right-wing line that the VA is broken 
and needs to be privatized.  Even liberals 
and progressives believe this.  That’s why 
there has been such a broad, bi-partisan 
movement to privatize the VA. Now, 
suddenly, during the Coronavirus epi-
demic, people are suddenly realizing that 
maybe, just maybe, the VA is a critical, 
well-functioning system that serves 
more than just veterans. I hope my book 
will help people understand that the VA 
is actually the best healthcare system in 
America. It needs to be strengthened, 
not dismantled.  

 

“No other sys-
tem has such 
coordinated 
care, so much 
accountability 
and transpar-
ency and staff 
that is so mis-
sion driven.”

Catching up with Suzanne Gordon
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$19.95 paperback | $12.99 ebook
192 pages, 6 x 9

"In his comprehensive analysis and 
evaluation of the social function of work 
under capitalism, Chamberlain demon-
strates repeatedly that even prominent 
postwork scholars do not escape the 
remnants of work. Moreover, he provides a 
reassessment of neoliberalism's regimes of 
flexibility."—Perspectives in Politics

"Chamberlain has given us something rare: 
not an easy or a comfortable book, but a 
genuinely radical one."—Autonomy

“The book is well worth reading for its clear 
synthesis of a number of issues and think-
ers on topics such as UBI, work, immaterial 
labour, welfare and flexibility. . . . In my 
view, it deserves to be read just for its 
extended treatment of André Gorz’s work, 
which is undeservedly neglected within 
our discipline. Scholars of alternative 
organization, in particular, could usefully 
harness the utopian variant of UBI and 
the reduction of work without income to 
consider how organization could develop 
in the context of voluntary co-operation 
and in the service of social justice and 
human flourishing.”—Organization Studies

Undoing Work, Rethinking 
Community
A Critique of the Social Function of Work

James A. Chamberlain

This revolutionary book presents a new conception of com-
munity and the struggle against capitalism. In Undoing Work, 
Rethinking Community, James A. Chamberlain argues that paid 
work and the civic duty to perform it substantially undermines 
freedom and justice. Chamberlain believes that to seize back our 
time and transform our society, we must abandon the deep-seat-
ed view that community is constructed by work, whether paid 
or not. 

Chamberlain focuses on the regimes of flexibility and the 
unconditional basic income, arguing that while both offer pros-
pects for greater freedom and justice, they also incur the risk of 
shoring up the work society rather than challenging it. To trans-
form the work society, he shows that we must also reconfigure 
the place of paid work in our lives and rethink the meaning of 
community at a deeper level. Throughout, he speaks to a broad 
readership, and his focus on freedom and social justice will 
interest scholars and activists alike. Chamberlain offers a range 
of strategies that will allow us to uncouple our deepest human 
values from the notion that worth is generated only through 
labor.

James A. Chamberlain is Assistant Professor of Political Sci-
ence at Mississippi State University.
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What makes domestic work a bad job, even after efforts to 
formalize and improve working conditions? Erynn Masi de 
Casanova’s case study, based partly on collaborative research 
conducted with Ecuador’s pioneer domestic workers’ organiza-
tion, examines three reasons for persistent exploitation. First, 
the tasks of social reproduction are devalued. Second, informal 
work arrangements escape regulation. And third, unequal class 
relations are built into this type of employment. Accessible to 
advocates and policymakers as well as academics, this book 
provides both theoretical discussions about domestic work and 
concrete ideas for improving women’s lives.

Drawing on workers’ stories of lucha, trabajo, and sacrificio—
struggle, work, and sacrifice—Dust and Dignity offers a new take 
on an old occupation. From the intimate experience of being a 
body out of place in an employer’s home, to the common work 
histories of Ecuadorian women in different cities, to the possi-
bilities for radical collective action at the national level, Casanova 
shows how and why women do this stigmatized and precarious 
work and how they resist exploitation in the search for dignified 
employment. From these searing stories of workers’ lives, Dust 
and Dignity identifies patterns in domestic workers’ experiences 
that will be helpful in understanding the situation of workers 
elsewhere and offers possible solutions for promoting and en-
suring workers’ rights that have relevance far beyond Ecuador.

Erynn Masi de Casanova is Professor of Sociology at the 
University of Cincinnati. She is author of Making Up the Differ-
ence (available in Spanish as Vendiendo Belleza) and Buttoned 
Up. With Afshan Jafar, she co-edited the books Bodies without 
Borders and Global Beauty, Local Bodies.

$24.95 paperback | $16.99 ebook
192 pages, 6 x 9, 1 map, 7 charts

“Erynn Masi de Casanova’s astute analysis 
of private household workers in Guayaquil, 
Ecuador is a terrific study, and will find a 
ready audience among scholars of domes-
tic labor, Latin America, labor studies, and 
sociology.”—Eileen Boris, University of 
California, Santa Barbara, coauthor of the 
prize-winning Caring for America

"This well-researched and well-written 
book makes an important contribution to 
the understanding of the work, struggles 
and sacrifice of working poor women, not 
just paid domestic workers and not just 
in Ecuador. In presenting and analyzing 
the findings of her grounded research in 
this compelling book, Casanova provides 
insightful answers to the two questions 
she sought to answer: why domestic work 
is particularly bad work and what can be 
done to improve the working conditions of 
domestic workers or create pathways out 
of domestic work."—Marty Chen, WIEGO

Dust and Dignity
Domestic Employment in Contemporary 
Ecuador

Erynn Masi de Casanova 
foreword by Maximina Salazar

WINNER OF THE DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARLY BOOK AWARD OF 
THE LABOR AND LABOR MOVEMENTS SECTION OF THE AMERICAN 
SOCIOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
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What’s your favorite anecdote from your 
research for this book?

The most memorable part of the research 
was the training for my partners in Ecua-
dor. To design the study and collect the 
data, I worked together with members 
from Ecuador’s pioneer domestic worker 
organization. We decided to begin with 
a crash course in social science research 
methods, including discussions of data 
collection techniques and ethics. The 
women, nearly all of whom were current 
or former domestic workers, connected 
immediately to the ethical demands of 
research. They understood in a deep 
way the power that a researcher holds 
in interactions with research partici-
pants, and the responsibilities that they 
assumed when collecting data from 
socially marginalized people. Whereas I 
sometimes have to explain this unequal 
power dynamic to my students in the 
US, these activist-researchers just got it 
right away.

What do you wish you had known when 
you started writing your book, that you 
know now?

I wish I had had the chance to read an 
amazing book by two brilliant Argentin-
ian sociologists on domestic work in that 

country. The book was published after 
my book was already finished. It’s called 
¿Cada Una en Su Lugar? Trabajo, género, 
y clase en el servicio doméstico [Each one 
in her place? Work, Gender, and Class in 
Domestic Service], by Débora Gorban and 
Ania Tizziani. Their findings overlap 
with mine in many ways, despite the vast 
social, political, and economic differenc-
es between Argentina and Ecuador. But 
it’s all good, because I see my book as 
the beginning of a conversation about 
domestic work in Latin America, not 
the last word . . .  and I look forward to 
having that conversation with these and 
other scholars going forward.

How do you wish you could change the 
field of International Studies?

I wish that there were more translations 
of academic publications by Latin Amer-
ican scholars available in English. If we 
are serious about decolonizing the acad-
emy, people either need to learn more 
languages (I’m looking at you, US-based 
scholars), or we as an academic commu-
nity need to get busy translating more 
works into English.

 

“I wish I had 
had the chance 
to read an 
amazing book 
by two brilliant 
Argeninian 
sociologists on 
domestic work 
in Argentina.”

Catching up with Erynn Masi de Casanova
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What commenced in Hong Kong as a series of 
rallies against a proposal to permit extradi-
tions to mainland China has developed into 

a most robust challenge to Beijing’s grip on the city. The 
demonstrations have become the Chinese territory’s 
worst political nightmare in years, ensnaring Beijing, 
Washington, local and foreign businesses.

After a summer of unrest in Hong Kong, thousands 
of protesters are still taking to the streets every week. 
It all began in June when millions came out to oppose 
a controversial bill that would have allowed extradition 
from Hong Kong to China. Though Hong Kong’s leader 
has formally shelved the bill after three months of in-
creasingly violent protests, the protests have morphed 
into a campaign for full democracy and an inquiry into 
the alleged police brutality.

After a summer of unrest in Hong Kong, thousands 
of protesters are still taking to the streets every week.

History did not happen in a vacuum. Based on a 
number of onsite surveys with interviews of over 3300 
persons of the anti-government protests conducted be-
tween Jun 12 and Jul 14, 59 percent of protesters joined 
the Umbrella Movement in 2014, and that 22 percent of 
their “first experience in social movement” was the Um-
brella Movement.

Of no less importance, those who have joined the 
Umbrella Movement, when compared with those who 
have not, have expressed stronger readiness to partic-
ipate in activities promoting universal suffrage, in com-
munity initiatives and encourage others to take action 
about political issues. In the light of the above findings, 
understanding the causes, dynamics and outcomes of 
the Umbrella Movement bears an obvious contempo-
raneous significance.

Political imPlications of the umbrella 
movement for hong Kong’s anti-

government Protests of 2019
Ming Sing
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In a comprehensive and theoretically novel analysis, Take Back 
Our Future unveils the causes, processes, and implications of 
the 2014 seventy-nine-day occupation movement in Hong Kong 
known as the Umbrella Movement. The essays presented here 
by a team of experts with deep local knowledge ask: how and 
why had a world financial center known for its free-wheeling 
capitalism transformed into a hotbed of mass defiance and civic 
disobedience?

Take Back Our Future argues that the Umbrella Movement 
was a response to China’s internal colonization strategies—po-
litical disenfranchisement, economic subsumption, and identity 
reengineering—in post-handover Hong Kong. The contributors 
outline how this historic and transformative movement formu-
lated new cultural categories and narratives, fueled the forma-
tion and expansion of civil society organizations and networks 
both for and against the regime, and spurred the regime’s turn 
to repression and structural closure of dissent. Although the 
Umbrella Movement was fraught with internal tensions, Take 
Back Our Future demonstrates that the movement politicized 
a whole generation of people who had no prior experience in 
politics, fashioned new subjects and identities, and awakened 
popular consciousness.

Ching Kwan Lee is Professor of Sociology at the University 
of California-Los Angeles. She is author of The Specter of Global 
China.

Ming Sing is Associate Professor at the Hong Kong University 
of Science and Technology. He is author of Hong Kong’s Tortuous 
Democratization.

$26.95 paperback | $17.99 ebook
272 pages, 6 x 9, 1 map, 32 color photos, 4 charts

“Take Back Our Future is an exceptionally 
strong and convincing edited volume 
that does an excellent job of situating the 
struggle in the literature on social move-
ments and contributes to the development 
of the theory.”—Jeffrey Wasserstrom, 
University of California, Irvine, coauthor 
of China in the 21st Century

“Take Back Our Future is a wonderful 
collection of essays focused on 2014’s 
Umbrella Movement in Hong Kong. This 
collection will likely become a definitive 
statement on one of the 21st century’s 
most spectacular moments of social 
unrest.”—Eli Friedman, Cornell University, 
author of Insurgency Trap

Take Back Our Future
An Eventful Sociology of the Hong Kong 
Umbrella Movement

edited by Ching Kwan Lee and Ming Sing

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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In an original and striking study of migration management 
in operation, Disrupting Deportability highlights obstacles 
confronting temporary migrant workers in Canada seeking to 
exercise their labor rights. Leah F. Vosko explores the effects of 
deportability on Mexican nationals participating in Canada’s 
Seasonal Agricultural Worker Program (SAWP).

Vosko follows the decade-long legal and political struggle 
of a group of Mexican SAWP migrants in British Columbia to 
establish and maintain meaningful collective representation. 
Her case study reveals how modalities of deportability—such as 
termination without cause, blacklisting, and attrition—destabi-
lize legally authorized temporary migrant agricultural workers. 
Through this detailed exposé, Disrupting Deportability concludes 
that despite the formal commitments to human, social, and civil 
rights to which migration management ostensibly aspires, the 
design and administration of this “model” temporary migrant 
work program produces conditions of deportability, making the 
threat possibility of removal ever-present.

Leah F. Vosko is Professor of Political Science and Canada 
Research Chair in the Political Economy of Gender and Work 
at York University in Toronto. She is author of Managing the 
Margins and Temporary Work.

$26.95 paperback | $17.99 ebook
200 pages, 6 x 9, 2 charts

"Vosko's book is highly informative and 
innovative. It provides new directions for 
the analysis and actions to defend migrant 
workers' rights in Canada."—Labour/La 
Travail

“Disrupting Deportability is prescient and 
innovative. This high-quality work is full 
of outstanding qualitative research in 
the sociology of labor and will appeal to 
readers in and beyond the disciplines of 
sociology and labor studies.”—Immanuel 
Ness, City University of New York, author 
of Southern Insurgency

“Disrupting Deportability is a must read for 
anyone interested in migrant labor, politics, 
and the state.”—Shannon Gleeson, Cornell 
University, author of Precarious Claims

“How do temporary migrant worker 
programs utilize the threat of deportation 
to generate flexibility? To what extent can 
these programs be resisted and trans-
formed? In pursuing these vital questions, 
this impressive book will change the way 
we think about temporary migration and 
deportation.”—William Walters, Carleton 
University, author of The Production of 
Secrecy

Disrupting Deportability
Transnational Workers Organize

Leah F. Vosko
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Nearly three decades after the passage of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA), people with disabilities continue to be 
significantly underrepresented in the American Labor force. 
This loss of talent to U.S. organizations and restriction of op-
portunities for millions of workers have broader implications for 
civil society. People denied access to the workforce are limited in 
their ability to contribute to the economy and to their communi-
ties, heightening their reliance on public support systems and 
reducing the number of people participating in community life. 

This LERA volume focuses on the employment of indi-
viduals with disabilities. Its purpose is to review the current 
employment situation for Americans with disabilities, place it 
in the context of the U.S. regulatory system, describe current 
issues, identify ways that employers are approaching possible 
remediation of these issues, and identify emerging concerns 
and opportunities. A multi-disciplinary team of researchers and 
practitioners provide a broad-based overview of related issues, 
approaches, and opportunities. This volume will be useful to a 
wide array of professionals, including labor and employment 
relations attorneys and specialists; human resource, diversity 
and inclusion, and equal employment opportunity professionals; 
as well as organizational leaders, managers, and supervisors 
who are seeking to improve employment opportunities for in-
dividuals with disabilities both here and abroad.

LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS ASSOCIATION

$34.95 paperback
5.5 x 8.5

Employment and Disability
Issues, Innovations, and Opportunities

edited by Susanne M. Bruyère
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Vaccines have saved millions of lives. The 
scourge of smallpox is gone from this planet, 
except for stockpiles kept in Siberia and Atlan-

ta, and polio has almost been eradicated. Dangerous 
and burdensome diseases have been tamed, and child 
survival improved due to vaccines. Refusal of vaccina-
tion denies these historical and medical truths and puts 
all people at risk of infectious disease.

That’s one way to start a story about vaccine skepti-
cism. Here’s another:

Ever since there have been vaccines, there has been 
vaccine dissent. Themes in antivaccination protest are 
remarkably cohesive: impure vaccine ingredients, phy-
sician and corporate greed, potential ill effects, and 
threats to bodily integrity animate historical and con-
temporary concerns. While significant majorities accept 
vaccination regimes across the globe, determined mi-
norities rely on a variety of belief systems and evidence 
to support their claims that vaccines are damaging to 
individuals, populations, and the planet.

The first narrative initiates a story that only flows 
one way—toward excoriation of those who cannot, for 
whatever reason, see the truth. The next sentence in the 
story is some version of this one: Vaccine dissent is es-
sentially selfish, foolish, and irrational.

The second narrative offers a more open-ended op-
portunity, but currently, in the United States and else-
where, only the first is allowable. Try to argue that beliefs 
about vaccination are complex and socially contextual, 
or even that people’s individual beliefs matter when it 
comes to vaccination, and you will be targeted as an 
antivaxxer. Vaccine hesitant parents are vilified and rid-
iculed in the media; well-founded concerns about the 
political impact of strict vaccine mandates are automati-
cally criticized; and any suggestion that vaccination pol-
icies and requirements could be adjusted in response to 
public concerns is labeled science denial.

What is going on? In the 1990s, major news outlets in 
the US reported evenhandedly about parental worries 
about thimerosal, a mercury-containing vaccine pre-
servative in use since the 1930s. In the 2000s, though, 
as mainstream consensus coalesced around the lack of 
a connection between vaccines and autism, reporting 
on vaccination shifted to a more critical stance toward 
those who still questioned vaccine safety. After 2006 
and the roll-out of Gardasil, an HPV vaccine market-

ed to prevent cervical cancer (whose maker, Merck, 
lobbied for state-level mandates, angering Christian 
conservatives who objected to a school-entry mandate 
for a vaccine against a sexually-transmitted disease), it 
became commonplace to see inflammatory news re-
porting in traditionally reliable outlets like the New York 
Times and the Washington Post.

Anti/Vax: Reframing the Vaccination Controversy tries 
to reorient public debate around vaccination by remind-
ing us that there are numerous currents in American cul-
ture that share the concerns of vaccine skeptics. In the 
book I try to change the way we tell the story of vaccine 
dissent, much like a recent New York Times article that 
identifies poverty, political and social unrest, internation-
al travel, and geographical barriers as significant deter-
rents to comprehensive measles vaccination coverage 
globally.

Vaccine dissent is only one factor affecting current 
measles outbreaks in the US, and probably not the most 
important one. Balanced reporting about vaccination 
and infectious disease can illuminate the highly complex 
context in which modern medical efforts often conflict 
with local traditions, personal and community beliefs, 
and political realities in the context of globalization.

The way we tell stories matter. Storytelling can open 
up or shut down meaningful conversation. We are at a 
time in American history when talking across barriers 
of belief, ideology, and cultural identification are more 
important than ever. Vaccination controversy, and the 
contentious public debate that envelops it, is just one 
element in an increasingly polarized cultural conversa-
tion about what binds us and divides us as a nation.

We need to craft vaccination stories that differ from 
the inflammatory, accusatory, and vilifying narratives 
that we have created across social media and more 
traditional news platforms. Understanding vaccination 
controversy more deeply, with more attention to the 
features it shares with other cultural concerns, is one way 
to start.

reframing vaccine controversies
Bernice L. Hausman
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Antivaxxers are crazy. That is the perception we all gain from 
the media, the internet, celebrities, and beyond, writes Bernice 
Hausman in Anti/Vax, but we need to open our eyes and ears 
so that we can all have a better conversation about vaccine skep-
ticism and its implications.

Hausman argues that the heated debate about vaccinations 
and whether to get them or not is most often fueled by accu-
sations and vilifications rather than careful attention to the 
real concerns of many Americans. She wants to set the record 
straight about vaccine skepticism and show how the issues 
and ideas that motivate it—like suspicion of pharmaceutical 
companies or the belief that some illness is necessary to good 
health—are commonplace in our society.

Through Anti/Vax, Hausman wants to engage public health 
officials, the media, and each of us in a public dialogue about 
the relation of individual bodily autonomy to the state’s respon-
sibility to safeguard citizens’ health. We need to know more 
about the position of each side in this important stand-off so that 
public decisions are made through understanding rather than 
stereotyped perceptions of scientifically illiterate antivaxxers or 
faceless bureaucrats. Hausman reveals that vaccine skepticism 
is, in part, a critique of medicalization and a warning about the 
dangers of modern medicine rather than a glib and gullible 
reaction to scaremongering and misunderstanding.

Bernice L . Hausman is Chair of the Department of Human-
ities at the Penn State College of Medicine in Hershey, Penn-
sylvania. She is the author of Viral Mothers, Mother’s Milk, and 
Changing Sex.

THE CULTURE AND POLITICS OF HEALTH CARE WORK

$29.95 hardcover | $14.99 ebook
296 pages, 6 x 9, 2 b&w halftones

"Solid scholarship, clear writing, and a deep 
bibliography help this book stand out 
from others on this subject. Hausman's 
work is spot on and deserves a wide 
readership."—Choice

“Deeply thought provoking, Anti/Vax is an 
excellent book and a surprising intellectual 
journey into and across the cultural un-
derpinnings of contemporary vaccination 
skepticism. Bernice Hausman, as author 
and narrator, is a masterful guide.”—Elena 
Conis, Professor, University of California, 
Berkeley, and author of the award-winning 
book Vaccine Nation

“Bernice L. Hausman has provided us with 
something we as a society needed—an 
intelligent, thoughtful, nuanced discussion 
of the ‘vaccine controversy.’ She helps us 
think through the media flurry and has 
produced a book that speaks to the social 
sciences and the humanities.”—Barbara 
Katz Rothman, City University of New 
York, author of A Bun in the Oven

“ Anti/Vax is demonstrative of the value 
of rhetorical analysis in explicating 
social controversies.”—Tod Chambers, 
Northwestern University

Anti/Vax
Reframing the Vaccination Controversy

Bernice L . Hausman
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Until the recent political shift pushed workers back into the 
media spotlight, the mainstream media had largely ignored this 
significant part of American society in favor of the moneyed 

“upscale” consumer for more than four decades. Christopher R. 
Martin now reveals why and how the media lost sight of the 
American working class and the effects of it doing so. 

The damning indictment of the mainstream media that 
flows through No Longer Newsworthy is a wakeup call about 
the critical role of the media in telling news stories about labor 
unions, workers, and working-class readers. As Martin charts 
the decline of labor reporting from the late 1960s onwards, he 
reveals the shift in news coverage as the mainstream media 
abandoned labor in favor of consumer and business interests. 
When newspapers, especially, wrote off working-class readers as 
useless for their business model, the American worker became 
invisible. In No Longer Newsworthy, Martin covers this shift in 
focus, the loss of political voice for the working class, and the 
emergence of a more conservative media in the form of Chris-
tian television, talk radio, Fox News, and conservative websites.

Now, with our fractured society and news media, Martin 
offers the mainstream media recommendations for how to push 
back against right-wing media and once again embrace the work-
ing class as critical to its audience and its democratic function.

Christopher R. Martin is Professor of Digital Journalism 
and Communication Studies at the University of Northern Iowa. 
He is the award-winning author of Framed! Follow him on Twit-
ter @chrismartin100

$27.95 hardcover | $13.99 ebook
272 pages, 6 x 9, 45 b&w halftones, 11 charts

“Insightful. At once an important work 
of Trump-era criticism and an urgently 
needed condemnation of a media culture 
that persistently erases and misrepresents 
the lives and concerns of America’s diverse 
working-class majority.”—Jacobin

"This book about journalism is also an 
example of what journalism should 
be."—Choice

"Even though Martin has written a history 
of newspaper journalism from a union 
perspective, his honesty as a commentator, 
great skills as a researcher, and deep, 
careful argumentation make this book 
worthy of considerable attention."—H-Net

“Christopher R. Martin has produced an 
important and powerfully argued inter-
vention into a media conversation that has 
for too-long ignored the actual existing 
conditions of working people in the United 
States.”—Eric Alterman, Brooklyn College, 
Nation media columnist, author of What 
Liberal Media?

No Longer Newsworthy
How the Mainstream Media Abandoned the 
Working Class

Christopher R. Martin

WINNER OF THE C.L.R. JAMES AWARD OF THE WORKING-CLASS 
STUDIES ASSOCIATION
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What can we learn from looking at married partners who live 
apart? In Commuter Spouses, Danielle Lindemann explores 
how couples cope when they live apart to meet the demands of 
their dual professional careers. Based on the personal stories of 
almost one-hundred commuter spouses, Lindemann shows how 
these atypical relationships embody (and sometimes disrupt!) 
gendered constructions of marriage in the United States. These 
narratives of couples who physically separate to maintain their 
professional lives reveal the ways in which traditional dynamics 
within a marriage are highlighted even as they are turned on 
their heads. Commuter Spouses follows the journeys of these 
couples as they adapt to change and shed light on the durability 
of some cultural ideals, all while working to maintain intimacy 
in a non-normative relationship.

Lindemann suggests that everything we know about mar-
riage, and relationships in general, promotes the idea that 
couples are focusing more and more on their individual and 
personal betterment and less on their marriage. Commuter 
spouses, she argues, might be expected to exemplify in an ex-
treme manner that kind of self-prioritization. Yet, as this book 
details, commuter spouses actually maintain a strong commit-
ment to their marriage. These partners illustrate the stickiness 
of traditional marriage ideals while simultaneously subverting 
expectations.

Danielle Lindemann is an Assistant Professor of Sociology 
at Lehigh University. She has a husband and a feisty preschooler. 
Currently, they all live together.

$19.95 paperback | $9.99 ebook
198 pages, 6 x 9

“Lindemann skillfully uses commuter mar-
riages as a lens to examine larger social 
forces. Her findings highlight the ways 
that independence and interdependence 
can coexist and reinforce one another, a 
salutary lesson for couples everywhere.”—
Anne-Marie Slaughter, President & CEO, 
New America

“Danielle Lindemann’s Commuter Spouses 
flows beautifully. Lindemann skillfully 
weaves research on commuter marriages 
into compelling stories and shows how 
these unique relationships can help us 
learn about the contours of gender, work, 
and family life.”—Melissa Milkie, University 
of Toronto, coauthor of the award-winning 
Changing Rhythms of American Family Life

“Commuter Spouses is an engaging 
read and gives us the comprehensive 
examination of commuter marriages that 
has been needed for decades.”—Laura 
Stafford, Bowling Green University, author 
of Maintaining Long-Distance and Cross 
Residential Relationships

Commuter Spouses
New Families in a Changing World

Danielle J. Lindemann
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Over the years many transnational labor alliances have succeed-
ed in improving conditions for workers, but many more have 
not. In The New Politics of Transnational Labor, Marissa Brookes 
explains why this dichotomy has occurred. Using the coordina-
tion and context-appropriate (CCAP) theory, she assesses this 
divergence, arguing that the success of transnational alliances 
hinges not only on effective coordination across borders and 
within workers’ local organizations but also on their ability to 
exploit vulnerabilities in global value chains, invoke national 
and international institutions, and mobilize networks of stake-
holders in ways that threaten employers’ core, material interests.

Brookes uses six comparative case studies spanning four in-
dustries, five countries, and fifteen years. From dockside labor 
disputes in Britain and Australia to service sector campaigns in 
the supermarket and private security industries to campaigns 
aimed at luxury hotels in Southeast Asia, Brookes creates her 
new theoretical framework and speaks to debates in internation-
al and comparative political economy on the politics of economic 
globalization, the viability of private governance, and the impact 
of organized labor on economic inequality. From this assess-
ment, Brookes provides a vital update to the international rela-
tions literature on non-state actors and transnational activism 
and shows how we can understand the unique capacities labor 
has as a transnational actor.

Marissa Brookes is Assistant Professor of Political Science 
at the University of California, Riverside.

$26.95 paperback | $17.99 ebook
216 pages, 6 x 9

"Insightful and thoroughly researched, 
The New Politics of Transnational Labor 
is a significant step forward for scholars 
trying to understand the challenges of new 
transnational labor alli- ances. It provides 
essential warnings for practitioners as well, 
both in practical elements of the theory as 
well as in the nuanced case studies."—ILR 
Review

“Marissa Brookes’ masterful book sheds 
new light on why some transnational labor 
alliances succeed and others fail. This 
book is riveting and an excellent example 
of how comparative case study research 
can yield new theoretical insights.”

—Teri L. Caraway, University of Minnesota, 
and coeditor of Working through the Past

“The New Politics of Transnational Labor is 
a clear, elegant, well-designed study that 
tackles important questions of theoretical 
and practical significance in a creative 
manner. It will make a strong impression 
on scholarly and non-specialist audiences 
alike.”

—Rudra Sil, University of Pennsylvania, 
coeditor of The Politics of Labor in a Global 
Age

The New Politics of Transnational 
Labor
Why Some Alliances Succeed

Marissa Brookes
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In The Politics of Social Inclusion and Labor Representation, 
Heather Connolly, Stefania Marino, and Miguel Martínez Lucio 
compare trade union responses to immigration and the related 
political and labour market developments in the Netherlands, 
Spain, and the United Kingdom. The labor movement is facing 
significant challenges as a result of such changes. As such, the 
authors closely examine the idea of social inclusion and how 
trade unions are coping with and adapting to the need to support 
immigrant workers and develop various types of engagement 
and solidarity strategies in the European context.

Traversing the dramatically shifting immigration patterns 
since the 1970s, during which emerged a major crisis of cap-
italism, the labor market, society, and the contingent rise of 
anti-immigration sentiment and new forms of xenophobia, the 
authors assess and map how trade unions have to varying de-
grees understood and framed these issues and immigrant labor. 
They show how institutional traditions, and the ways that trade 
unions historically react to social inclusion and equality, have 
played a part in shaping the nature of current initiatives. The 
Politics of Social Inclusion and Labor Representation concludes that 
we need to appreciate the complexity of trade-union traditions, 
established paths to renewal, and competing trajectories of sol-
idarity. While trade union organizations remain wedded to spe-
cific trajectories, trade union renewal remains an innovative, if 
at times, problematic and complex set of choices and aspirations.

Heather Connolly is Associate Professor of Employment 
Relations at the University of Leicester.

Stefania Marino is Senior Lecturer in Employment Studies 
at the University of Manchester.

Miguel Martínez Lucio  is Professor of International 
HRM & Comparative Industrial Relations at the University of 
Manchester.

$55.00 hardcover | $35.99 ebook
222 pages, 6 x 9, 2 charts

"The book can be useful to both academics 
and policy makers. While analysing an 
extensive amount of data, the book 
remains clear, wellwritten and nicely 
structured with a framework that facilitates 
the comparisons it makes."—British Journal 
of Industrial Labor Relations

“The Politics of Social Inclusion and Labour 
Representation provides a unique, path 
breaking analysis, and is destined to 
become a classic. It will be difficult to 
provide enduring transnational analyses 
of labour and trade union responses to 
migration in future research without using 
this book as a key reference point.”—Paul 
Stewart, Senior Research Professor 
Sociology of Work and Employment, 
GEM, Grenoble ComUE Universite de 
Rhone-Alps, France

“The relationship between immigration and 
labor movements is less straightforward 
historically and cross-nationally than 
many assume, and captures an enduring 
dilemma for labor leaders. At a moment 
when nationalist leaders are targeting 
migrants and refugees in the US and 
across Europe, Connolly, Marino and 
Martínez Lucio’s excellent book helps us 
make sense of the story.”—Janice Fine, 
Rutgers University

The Politics of Social Inclusion and 
Labor Representation
Immigrants and Trade Unions in the 
European Context

Heather Connolly, Stefania Marino, and Miguel 
Martínez Lucio 
foreword by Richard Hyman
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What happens when local unions begin to advocate for the rights 
of temporary migrant workers, asks Michele Ford in her sweep-
ing study of seven Asian countries? Until recently unions in 
Hong Kong, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan, 
and Thailand were uniformly hostile towards foreign workers, 
but Ford deftly shows how times and attitudes have begun to 
change. Now, she argues, NGOs and the Global Union Federa-
tions are encouraging local unions to represent and advocate for 
these peripheral workers, and in some cases succeeding.

From Migrant to Worker builds our understanding of the role 
the international labor movement and local unions have had 
in developing a movement for migrant workers’ labor rights. 
Ford examines the relationship between different kinds of labor 
movement actors and the constraints imposed on those actors by 
resource flows, contingency, and local context. Her conclusions 
show that in countries—Hong Kong, Malaysia, and Thailand—
where resource flows and local factors give the Global Union 
Federations more influence local unions have become much 
more engaged with migrant workers. But in countries—Japan 
and Taiwan, for example—where they have little effect there 
has been little progress. While much has changed, Ford forces 
us to see that labor migration in Asia is still fraught with com-
plications and hardships, and that local unions are not always 
able or willing to act.

Michele Ford is Professor of Southeast Asian Studies and 
Director of the Sydney Southeast Asia Centre at the University 
of Sydney. She is the author of Workers and Intellectuals.

$49.95 hardcover | $32.99 ebook
210 pages, 6 x 9, 1 map, 2 charts

"From Migrant to Worker is a compelling 
account of how local unions in Asian 
countries . . . came to embrace temporary 
labour migrants . . . . This book shows 
impeccable research and erudite discourse, 
addressing the issues of temporary labour 
migration and labour unions in Asia. Ford 
has effortlessly tied discussions from a 
multitude of angles into a coherent nar-
rative. With almost encyclopaedic detail, 
the book is an authoritative reference on 
this issue and transcends both national 
and continental borders."—Journal of 
Contemporary Asia

“From Migrant to Worker is a great contri-
bution towards understanding migrant 
worker activism more broadly.”—Robyn 
Rodriguez, University of California, Davis; 
author of Migrants for Export

“Michele Ford tells us how trade unions 
have reacted towards migrant workers in 
seven major labour importing countries in 
Southeast and East Asia: did they protect 
them as workers and include them in 
their rank and file? Such a comprehensive 
exercise has not been done yet for this 
region.”—Marinus Penninx, author of 
Trade Unions and Migrant Workers

From Migrant to Worker
Global Unions and Temporary Labor 
Migration in Asia

Michele Ford
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Understanding the risks involved in hiring new faculty is be-
coming increasingly important. In Managing Risk in High-Stakes 
Faculty Employment Decisions Julee T. Flood and Terry Leap 
critically examine the landscape of US institutions of higher 
learning and the legal and human resource management prac-
tices pertinent to college and university faculty members. To 
help minimize the potential pitfalls in the hiring and promotion 
processes, Flood and Leap suggest ways that risk management 
principles can be applied within the unique culture of academia.

Claims of workplace harassment and discrimination, viola-
tion of free speech and other First Amendment rights, social 
movements decrying unequal hiring practices, and the grow-
ing number of non-tenure track and adjunct faculty, require 
those involved in hiring and promotion decisions to be more 
knowledgeable about contract law, best practices in hiring, and 
risk management, yet many newly appointed administrators are 
often not sufficiently trained in these matters or in understand-
ing how they might be applied in an academic setting. Human 
resource departments, hiring committees, department chairs, 
and academics seeking faculty jobs need resources such as Man-
aging Risk in High-Stakes Faculty Employment Decisions now 
more than ever.

Julee T. Flood is an attorney, business owner, and consul-
tant with experience in the private, nonprofit, and public sec-
tors. While teaching at Elon University School of Law, she also 
served as Director of the Leadership Program.

Terry Leap is the Lawson Professor of Business at the Univer-
sity of Tennessee, Knoxville. He is the author of Tenure Discrim-
ination and the Courts as well as Dishonest Dollars and Phantom 
Billing, Fake Prescriptions and the High Cost of Medicine.

$29.95 paperback | $19.99 ebook
216 pages, 6 x 9

“Flood and Leap have identified an issue 
that is critically important to the success of 
institutions of higher education and that 
has not received the attention it deserves. 
Every academic administrator could 
learn a number of useful things from this 
book.”—Paul F. Clark, Professor of Labor 
and Employment Relations, Penn State: 
College of the Liberal Arts, author of 
Building More Effective Unions

“Managing Risk in High-Stakes F aculty 
Employment Decisions is a significant work 
in the field of higher education law. Julee 
Flood and Terry Leap accomplish both 
a synthesis and description of faculty 
life and discuss how the future of this 
topic may develop. The authors tackling 
employment issues is a courageous 
undertaking; one that is needed.”—
Matthew Fuller, Associate Professor of 
Higher Education Administration, Sam 
Houston State University

Managing Risk in High-Stakes 
Faculty Employment Decisions
Julee T. Flood and Terry L . Leap
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There is a significant gap between average basic wages and take-home
pay, hinting that overtime is a highly necessary component of take-home
pay. Further, wages are by and large above the World Bank international pov-
erty lines for two people for the respective years. Thus, to the extent that 
codes of conduct state that wages must be paid above the min-
imum, these data suggest that condition is largely met. There are, however, 
large gaps between average basic monthly wages and various estimates of 
living wages—which should cover basic needs of workers and their families 
and provide a little left over for discretionary income (the two most com-
mon elements in the varying definitions). In almost all countries and indus-
tries studied, basic monthly wages earned from regular working hours without 
overtime fall below even the lower-bound WIF living wage estimates. In other 
words, the audco and apparelco datasets suggest that wages 
in their factories generally fall far below the commitment in some codes to 
pay a living wage. These analyses hint at the limited impact of private regu-
lation in enabling a living wage for workers in global supply chains. Looking 
at results that consistently show average basic wages falling below even the 
lowest living wage estimate, one can only conclude that private regulation 
has a long way to go. Private regulation may have made progress in ensuring 
that workers are paid correctly and transparently (see chapter 4) but has yet 
to make progress in meeting living wage commitments. Are these 
commitments even meaningful? These results raise that question for some 
companies and MSIs. To be sure, factory owners can be “forced” by codes of 
conduct to ensure they pay wages according to the law and that the factories’ 
wage structures correspond to the law and industry practices. But to “force” 
factory owners to pay living wages that are considerably higher than the local 
labor market clearing wage (i.e., the wage at which the supply of labor is equal 
to the demand for labor), minimum wage, and poverty lines, companies that 
make living wage commitments must integrate their sourcing practices with 
their codes. that task may require a reexamination of purchas-
ing practices that are perhaps contributing to lower wages and high over-
time.34 And it will definitely require higher purchasing prices to suppliers to 
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"Strong Governments, Precarious Workers 
delivers a clear and intriguing argument 
that should stimulate debate and research 
in the years to come."—ILR Review

"Conversely to existing theoretical 
arguments that consider trade unions 
as organisations that contribute to 
both labour market dualization and the 
emergence of precarious work, this book 
takes a much more brave and provocative 
approach, which without any doubt 
contributes to its merits."—British Journal 
of Industrial Relations

“Philip Rathgeb’s book is a highly innova-
tive and thought-provoking study of labor 
market reform in European countries. In 
pointing to the continued role of inclusive 
trade unions in resisting precarious em-
ployment, it is a tremendously important 
contribution to recent debates about the 
driving forces of labor market dualization; 
it will have a significant impact on the 
field.”—Marius R. Busemeyer, University of 
Konstanz, author of Skills and Inequality

Strong Governments, Precarious 
Workers
Labor Market Policy in the Era of 
Liberalization

Philip Rathgeb

Why do some European welfare states protect unemployed and 
inadequately employed workers (“outsiders”) from economic 
uncertainty better than others? Philip Rathgeb’s study of 
labor market policy change in three somewhat-similar small 
states—Austria, Denmark, and Sweden—explores this funda-
mental question. He does so by examining the distribution of 
power between trade unions and political parties, attempting 
to bridge these two lines of research—trade unions and party 
politics—that, with few exceptions, have advanced without a 
mutual exchange.

Inclusive trade unions have high political stakes in the pro-
tection of outsiders, because they incorporate workers at risk 
of unemployment into their representational outlook. Yet, the 
impact of union preferences has declined over time, with a shift 
in the balance of class power from labor to capital across the 
Western world. National governments have accordingly pri-
oritized flexibility for employers over the social protection of 
outsiders. As a result, organized labor can only protect outsiders 
when governments are reliant on union consent for success-
ful consensus mobilization. When governments have a united 
majority of seats, on the other hand, they are strong enough to 
exclude unions. Strong Governments, Precarious Workers calls 
into question the electoral responsiveness of national govern-
ments—and thus political parties—to the social needs of an 
increasingly numerous group of precarious workers. In the end, 
Rathgeb concludes that the weaker the government, the stronger 
the capacity of organized labor to enhance the social protection 
of precarious workers.

Philip Rathgeb is a post-doctoral researcher in the Depart-
ment of Politics and Public Administration at the University 
of Konstanz.
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After years of teaching law courses to undergraduate, graduate, 
and law students, Michael Evan Gold has come to believe that 
the traditional way of teaching—analysis, explanation, and ex-
ample—is superior to the Socratic Method for students at the 
outset of their studies.

In courses taught Socratically, even the most gifted students 
can struggle, and many others are lost in a fog for months. Gold 
offers a meta approach to teaching legal reasoning, bringing the 
process of argumentation to the fore.

Using examples both from the law and from daily life, Gold’s 
book will help undergraduates and first-year law students to 
understand legal discourse. The book analyzes and illustrates 
the principles of legal reasoning, such as logical deduction, anal-
ogies and distinctions, and application of law to fact, and even 
solves the mystery of how to spot an issue.

In Gold’s experience, students who understand the princi-
ples of analytical thinking are able to understand arguments, to 
evaluate and reply to them, and ultimately to construct sound 
arguments of their own.

Michael Evan Gold holds a BA from the University of Cali-
fornia at Berkeley and a JD from the Stanford Law School. He 
is presently Associate Professor of Labor Relations, Law, and 
History in the ILR School at Cornell University. He is the author 
of A Dialogue on Comparable Worth, An Introduction to Labor Law, 
and An Introduction to the Law of Employment Discrimination. 

$28.95 paperback | $19.99 ebook
360 pages, 6 x 9, 11 charts

“A Primer on Legal Reasoning is impressive. 
Full of high caliber examples and exercises, 
there is no question that this book will 
teach students how to think like lawyers: 
rigorously, skeptically, and analytically.”— 
Wayne Schiess, University of Texas School 
of Law

“Drawing on his vast knowledge and 
experience, Michael Evan Gold 
explores complex legal issues and 
presents them both clearly and 
comprehensively. A highly-engaging 
and enjoyable book which will be of 
immense value to those studying this 
subject and in related fields.”—Barry 
Mordsley, Middlesex University, UK

A Primer on Legal Reasoning
Michael Evan Gold

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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Adelle Blackett tells the story behind the International Labour 
Organization’s (ILO) Decent Work for Domestic Workers Con-
vention No. 189, and its accompanying Recommendation No. 
201 which in 2011 created the first comprehensive international 
standards to extend fundamental protections and rights to the 
millions of domestic workers laboring in other peoples’ homes 
throughout the world. As the principal legal architect, Blackett is 
able to take us behind the scenes to show us how Convention No. 
189 transgresses the everyday law of the household workplace 
to embrace domestic workers’ human rights claim to be both 
workers like any other, and workers like no other. In doing so, 
she discusses the importance of understanding historical forms 
of invisibility, recognizes the influence of the domestic workers 
themselves, and weaves in poignant experiences, infusing the 
discussion of laws and standards with intimate examples and 
sophisticated analyses. Looking to the future, she ponders how 
international institutions such as the ILO will address labor 
market informality alongside national and regional law reform. 
Regardless of what comes next, Everyday Transgressions establish-
es that domestic workers’ victory is a victory for the ILO and for 
all those who struggle for an inclusive, transnational vision of 
labor law, rooted in social justice.

Adelle Blackett is Professor of Law and Canada Research 
Chair in Transnational Labour Law and Development at McGill 
University.

$23.95 paperback | $15.99 ebook
306 pages, 6 x 9

"The book's breadth and grounding in 
labor law make it most accessible and 
useful to a professional audience, but 
even nonspecialists and lay readers will 
appreciate Blackett's insights about 
law and domestic work and provocative 
issues such as social stratification and 
immigration."—Choice

“Everyday Transgressions is sophisticated 
and multi-faceted. The topic is profoundly 
felt as well as carefully argued.”—Eileen 
Boris, University of California, Santa 
Barbara, coauthor of award-winning 
Caring for America

“Adelle Blackett weaves an inspiring 
account of the International Domestic 
Workers Federation and their struggle 
to transform domestic service and fight 
for social justice. This is a must read for 
students of international labor movements, 
activists organizing precarious workers, 
and readers committed to social 
justice.”—Mary Romero, author of the 
award-winning The Maid’s Daughter

Everyday Transgressions
Domestic Workers’ Transnational Challenge to 
International Labor Law

Adelle Blackett

WINNER OF THE CANADIAN COUNCIL ON INTERNATIONAL LAW 
BOOK AWARD
WINNER OF THE W. WESLEY PUE BOOK PRIZE

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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In June 2019, I attended the annual International La-
bour Conference (ILC) convened by the Internation-
al Labour Organization (ILO) in Geneva, Switzerland. 

This year was particularly special, as it marked the 100th 
anniversary of the ILO. Through the establishment 
of international labor standards, the ILO has played a 
key—and often overlooked—role around the world to 
advance social justice and decent work for all.

From 2008–2011, I had the privilege of working for 
the ILO as an expert on international standard setting 
on decent work for domestic workers. Accordingly, I at-
tended this year’s conference with a sense of pride as 
I looked back at the ILO’s accomplishments in its first 
century. I have also followed with a sense of urgency in 
this troubled global moment, knowing the intensity of 
the challenges that face those who consider the link af-
firmed in 1919 between social justice and world peace as 
critical for the ILO’s next century.

In April 2019, Cornell University Press released 
my book Everyday Transgressions: Domestic Workers’ 
Transnational Challenge to International Labor Law. In it, 
I recount the story behind the ILO’s Decent Work for 
Domestic Workers’ Convention No. 189, and its accom-
panying Recommendation No. 201, which created the 
first comprehensive international standards to extend 
protections and rights to domestic workers laboring in 
homes around the world. This is of course a major ac-
complishment, worthy of celebration, particularly during 
the ILO’s centenary. However, my book makes clear that 
this accomplishment is rooted in something much larger 
than the ILO. Emanating long before the creation of the 
ILO, my book tells the story of the agency and resis-
tance of domestic workers throughout the world. These 
workers continue to dismantle a global legacy of sub-
ordination and servitude that operates in racialized and 
gendered ways on women’s bodies.

At the centenary ILC, I share and celebrate the 
numerous triumphs of domestic workers highlighted 
in my book, from resistance to live in work to active 
involvement at the ILO to make Convention No. 189 
and Recommendation No. 201 a reality. Many are in 
Geneva again, militating for new international labour 
standards on violence at work.  I celebrate the agency of 
domestic workers who have transgressed and reshaped 
the often invisible and deeply unjust law of the house-
hold workplace, intent on implementing more equitable 

conditions. Despite being one of the most marginalized 
groups, domestic workers have engaged in widespread 
transnational social movements to transform their world 
of work and implement the labour standards they rightly 
deserve. This merits celebration.

Despite these numerous achievements, there remains 
much to be done as we embark into the ILO’s next cen-
tury. At the ILC I echo the calls to action highlighted 
in my book. Everyday Transgressions calls on actors to 
think transnationally about regulating decent work for 
domestic workers. This requires rethinking temporary 
migration programs, dismantling structural inequities 
that lead historically marginalized groups to predom-
inate in domestic work, and reinvigorating the ILO to 
enable concerned actors to address these themes.

Regulating domestic work also has critical insights for 
the field of labor law more generally.  I recently conclud-
ed a live, webcast course on the Transnational Futures 
of International Labour Law with the following words: 
“We are in a moment where we have to unsettle, pro-
foundly unsettle, some of the starting understandings 
of our field, and some of the starting asymmetries that 
may have given us a sense of solidarity in the past but 
so deeply exclude the working people of the world. We 
need to unsettle, some would say decolonize, before we 
can begin to imagine how a second centenary for social 
justice toward peace can be a reality.”

While the ILO’s second century will not be easy, do-
mestic workers’ social movements offer important les-
sons on how to build transnational solidarities and mar-
shal international labor law to rebuild and extend social 
justice to all workers

a time of celebration anD reneWeD 
engagement

Adelle Blackett
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“A good read for those who want to 
understand the difficulties in defining a 
regulatory floor for new types of work in 
fragmented arenas of crossborder indus-
trial relations. Similarly, those looking for 
inspiration about options to engage with 
the obstacles in practice are well-served 
here. In addition, the pages are filled with 
many important observations regarding 
the more fine-grained realities that posted 
workers face: from their temporary status 
and lack of embeddedness in foreign host 
countries to the organizing difficulties they 
confront. Also, the explanations of regula-
tory details of posted work are informative, 
especially those about the political and 
legal rationales for defining posting within 
the framework of the European treaties as 
an economic freedom of service providers. 
This relevant observation points to the 
ideological cleavages around decent work 
more generally.”—ILR Review

"Workers without Borders provides a good 
example of the kind of scholarship which 
the precarization trend requires, focusing 
in particular on the dark underside of 
labor market integration among European 
Union economies. It is a message which 
policy elites and the public writ large badly 
need to hear."—Social Forces

Workers without Borders
Posted Work and Precarity in the EU

Ines Wagner

How the European Union handles posted workers is a growing 
issue for a region with borders that really are just lines on a map. 
A 2008 story, dissected in Ines Wagner’s Workers without Borders, 
about the troubling working conditions of migrant meat and 
construction workers, exposed a distressing dichotomy: how 
could a country with such strong employers’ associations and 
trade unions allow for the establishment and maintenance of 
such a precarious labor market segment?

Wagner introduces an overlooked piece of the puzzle: re-reg-
ulatory politics at the workplace level. She interrogates the po-
sition of the posted worker in contemporary European labour 
markets and the implications of and regulations for this position 
in industrial relations, social policy and justice in Europe. Work-
ers without Borders concentrates on how local actors implement 
European rules and opportunities to analyze the balance of 
power induced by the EU around policy issues.

Wagner examines the particularities of posted worker dy-
namics at the workplace level, in German meatpacking facilities 
and on construction sites, to reveal the problems and promises of 
European Union governance as regulating social justice. Using 
a bottom-up approach through in-depth interviews with posted 
migrant workers and administrators involved in the posting pro-
cess, Workers without Borders shows that strong labor-market 
regulation via independent collective bargaining institutions at 
the workplace level is crucial to effective labor rights in marginal 
workplaces. Wagner identifies structures of access and denial 
to labor rights for temporary intra-EU migrant workers and the 
problems contained within this system for the EU more broadly.

Ines Wagner is a Researcher at the Institute for Social Research 
in Oslo. She has published widely on the themes of posted work, 
intra-EU labor migration, and the changing patterns of work and 
labor market regulation in the European Union.
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“The volume informatively covers an 
immense amount of ground, including 
disputes involving doctors, cleaners, 
journalists, social workers, cellphone 
industry workers, railway workers, and 
port workers—and the changing roles of 
Palestinian workers.”—Choice

“Charting the tensions between the waning 
corporatism of the ‘old guard’ and a 
new wave of worker activism, Jonathan 
Preminger’s accessible book contributes 
an insightful examination of legitimacy 
and democracy in Israel’s labour 
movement.”—British Journal of Industrial 
Relations

Labor in Israel
Beyond Nationalism and Neoliberalism

Jonathan Preminger

Using a comprehensive analysis of the wave of organizing that 
swept the country starting in 2007, Labor in Israel investigates 
the changing political status of organized labor in the context 
of changes to Israel’s political economy, including liberalization, 
the rise of non-union labor organizations, the influx of migrant 
labor, and Israel’s complex relations with the Palestinians. 
Through his discussion of organized labor’s relationship to the 
political community and its nationalist political role, Preminger 
demonstrates that organized labor has lost the powerful status 
it enjoyed for much of Israel’s history. Despite the weakening 
of trade unions and the Histadrut, however, he shows the ways 
in which the fragmentation of labor representation has creat-
ed opportunities for those previously excluded from the labor 
movement regime.

Organized labor is now trying to renegotiate its place in 
contemporary Israel, a society that no longer accepts labor’s 
longstanding claim to be the representative of the people. As 
such, Preminger concludes that organized labor in Israel is in 
a transitional and unsettled phase in which new marginal ini-
tiatives, new organizations, and new alliances that have blurred 
the boundaries of the sphere of labor have not yet consolidated 
into clear structures of representation or accepted patterns of 
political interaction.

Jonathan Preminger is a lecturer in employment and labor 
relations at Cardiff Business School, Cardiff University.
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“Confronting Dystopia is a well-executed 
volume on an important topic, with 
wide-ranging coverage of both the 
Global North and the Global South. The 
contributors present original interpreta-
tions as well as a range of insightful policy 
prescriptions. The result is a significant 
contribution to the literature on our eco-
nomic future.”—James Boyce, Professor of 
Economics, University of Massachusetts 
Amherst

“Confronting Dystopia offers a rich analysis 
of the complex challenges posed by 
digitization, robots, and AI as they affect 
different countries and countries at 
different levels of economic development 
and per capita GDP.”—Eileen Appelbaum, 
Senior Economist at the Center for 
Economic and Policy Research

Confronting Dystopia
The New Technological Revolution and the 
Future of Work

edited by Eva Paus

In Confronting Dystopia, a distinguished group of scholars ana-
lyze the implications of the ongoing technological revolution for 
jobs, working conditions, and income. Focusing on the economic 
and political implications of AI, digital connectivity, and robot-
ics for both the Global North and the Global South, they move 
beyond diagnostics to seek solutions that offer better lives for all. 
Their analyses of the challenges of technology are placed against 
the backdrop of three decades of rapid economic globalization. 
The two in tandem are producing the daunting challenges that 
analysts and policymakers must now confront.

The conjuncture of recent advances in AI, machine learning, 
and robotization portends a vast displacement of human labor, 
argues the editor, Eva Paus. As Confronting Dystopia shows, we 
are on the eve of—indeed we are already amid—a technological 
revolution that will impact profoundly the livelihoods of people 
everywhere in the world.

Across a broad and deep set of topics, the contributors explore 
whether the need for labor will inexorably shrink in the coming 
decades, how pressure on employment will impact human 
well-being, and what new institutional arrangements—a new 
social contract, for example, will be needed to sustain liveli-
hoods. They evaluate such proposals as a basic income, uni-
versal social services, and investments that address key global 
challenges and create new jobs.

Contributors: Vandana Chandra, Mignon Duffy, Dieter Ernst, Vincent Ferraro, Martin 
Ford, Juliana Martinez Franzoni, Irmgard Nubler, Robert Pollin, David Rueda, Diego 
Sanchez-Ancochea, Guy Standing, Stefan Thewissen.

Eva Paus is Professor of Economics and Carol Hoffmann Col-
lins Director of the McCulloch Center for Global Initiatives at 
Mount Holyoke College. She is the author of Foreign Investment, 
Development, and Globalization.

GREAT FOR CL ASSROOM USE
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"Eisenberg's book engenders a new respect 
for the women in the trades and the 
difficult work they do."—The Progressive

"Eisenberg makes a persuasive case for 
beefing-up affirmative action guidelines 
and revising archaic union apprenticeship 
programs that were designed with eigh-
teen-year-old men in mind."—Fresh Air

"We'll Call You if We Need You is an inspi-
rational and life-affirming book. Eisenberg 
tells the story through interviews with 
thirty women—carpenters, electricians, 
ironworkers, painters, and plumbers."—
New York Times Book Review

“Susan Eisenberg’s We’ ll Call You If We 
Need You is a page turner. . . . This book 
is not just a good read; it is also the 
beginning of a history—the very important 
history of the initial entrance of women 
into the skilled construction trades.”—Jour-
nal of American History

“This gritty and humorous book deep dives 
into how tradeswomen were treated in 
America in the 20th century. An insightful 
must-read for any female construction 
worker looking to smash the glass 
ceiling.”—Women in Construction Summit

We’ll Call You If We Need You
Experiences of Women Working Construction

Susan Eisenberg

Susan Eisenberg began her apprenticeship with Local 103 of the 
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers in 1978, the year 
President Jimmy Carter set goals and timetables for the hiring 
of women on federally assisted construction projects and for the 
inclusion of women in apprenticeship programs. Eisenberg ex-
pected not only a challenging job and the camaraderie of a labor 
union but also the chance to be part of a historic transformation, 
social and economic, that would make the construction trades 
accessible to women.

That transformation did not happen. In this book, full of the 
raw drama and humor found on a construction site, Eisenberg 
gracefully weaves the voices of thirty women who worked as 
carpenters, electricians, ironworkers, painters, and plumbers to 
examine why their numbers remained small. Speaking as if to 
a friend, women recall their decisions to enter the trades, their 
first days on the job, and their strategies to gain training and 
acceptance. They assess, with thought, passion, and twenty years’ 
perspective, the affirmative action efforts. Eisenberg ends with 
a discussion of the practices and policies that would be required 
to uproot gender barriers where they are deeply embedded in 
the organization and culture of the workplace.

Susan Eisenberg is a master electrician with a master’s degree 
in fine arts. A widely published poet, a visual artist, and a long-
term activist, she speaks and consults nationally on gender 
equity in the workplace. After working fifteen years on union 
construction sites, she taught creative writing for a decade at 
the University of Massachusetts. A Resident Artist/Scholar at 
the Women’s Studies Research Center of Brandeis University, 
she lives in Boston.
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“Eisenberg shows readers what life was 
really like on the construction site 40 
years ago and what it all too often remains 
today for women or outsiders of any kind. 
Eisenberg’s work is particularly resonant 
in the MeToo era: Being a woman in the 
workplace is full of discrimination and 
danger, she suggests, and women have 
long kept that to themselves. Stanley’s Girl 
reinforces the necessity to say these things 
aloud—to speak openly of discrimination, 
sexual assault, and rape—and to be 
heard.”—Poetry Foundation

“Stanley’s Girl is a blast of poetic oxygen 
sorely needed in the current atmosphere 
of rampant sexism, racism, and xenopho-
bia. Susan Eisenberg is the poet laureate 
of the labor movement. She takes the 
reader on a poetic journey that excites 
the mind and nourishes the soul.”—Elise 
Bryant, Executive Director, the Labor 
Heritage Foundation

Stanley’s Girl
Poems

Susan Eisenberg

The fiercely lyrical poetry of Stanley’s Girl is rooted in Susan 
Eisenberg’s experience as one of the first women to enter the 
construction industry and from her decades gathering accounts 
of others to give scaffolding to that history. Eisenberg charts her 
own induction into the construction workplace culture and how 
tradeswomen from across the country grappled with what was 
required to become a team player and succeed in a dangerous 
workplace where women were unwelcome. The specifics of 
construction become metaphor as she explores resonances in 
other spheres—from family to other social and political issues—
where violence, or its threat, maintains order. Prying open 
memory, her poems investigate how systems of discrimination, 
domination, and exclusion are maintained and how individuals 
and institutions accommodate to injustice and its agreed-on lies, 
including her own collusion. Poems in this collection probe 
workplace-linked suicide, sexual assault, and sometimes-fatal 
intentional accidents, as well as the role of bystander silence 
and the responsibility of witness.

Susan Eisenberg is a poet, visual artist, oral historian, licensed 
electrician, and Resident Artist/Scholar at the Brandeis Wom-
en’s Studies Research Center. She is also curator of the online 
exhibition, On Equal Terms. Her most recent book is the reissued 
We’ll Call You If We Need You. Visit susaneisenberg.com for more 
information.
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“A fascinating, educational and engaging 
personal story written like a great novel 
rather than a typical memoir. . . . Matilda’s 
story strengthens the resolve of women to 
find their own place in society in their own 
time and be inspired. I will recommend 
Immigrant Girl, Radical Woman to my 
college students as a must read.”—Israel 
National News

“Offers a sustained focus on labor in 
the early twentieth century, including 
factory conditions for women and men, 
intra-union dynamics, and the challenges 
facing working mothers. . . . Scholars 
will find much to love in this engaging, 
touching, and timely memoir that may not 
have been written for this wider audience 
but, happily, has found us.”—Legacy 35.2

“A fascinating interplay between past and 
present and help us to read between the 
lines of Matilda’s words...Robbins’ memoir 
is recommended to anyone interested in 
labour organization and women workers 
in the early years of the 20th century. 
The ease of reading, illustrations, and Hen-
derson’s additions make it an ideal book 
for assigning to undergraduates”—Labour/
Le Travail

Immigrant Girl, Radical Woman
A Memoir from the Early Twentieth Century

Matilda Rabinowitz 

illustrated by Robbin Légère Henderson
afterword by Ileen A. DeVault

Matilda Rabinowitz’s illustrated memoir challenges assump-
tions about the lives of early twentieth-century women. In Im-
migrant Girl, Radical Woman, Rabinowitz describes the ways in 
which she and her contemporaries rejected the intellectual and 
social restrictions imposed on women as they sought political 
and economic equality in the first half of the twentieth century. 
Rabinowitz devoted her labor and commitment to the notion 
that women should feel entitled to independence, equal rights, 
equal pay, and sexual and personal autonomy.

Rabinowitz (1887–1963) immigrated to the United States 
from Ukraine at the age of thirteen. Radicalized by her experi-
ence in sweatshops, she became an organizer for the Industrial 
Workers of the World from 1912 to 1917 before choosing single 
motherhood in 1918. “Big Bill” Haywood once wrote, “a book 
could be written about Matilda,” but her memoir was intended 
as a private story for her grandchildren, Robbin Légère Hender-
son among them. Henderson’s black-and white-scratchboard 
drawings illustrate Rabinowitz’s life in the Pale of Settlement, 
the journey to America, political awakening and work as an 
organizer for the IWW, a turbulent romance, and her struggle 
to support herself and her child.

Matilda Rabinowitz wrote a regular column, “On the Left,” 
for the Socialist Newsletter, a Los Angeles publication of the 
Socialist Party.

Robbin Légère Henderson is an artist and a freelance curator 
and exhibition consultant.

Ileen deVault is Professor of Labor History at Cornell Univer-
sity’s ILR School. She is the author of United Apart, also from 
Cornell.
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women workers’ struggle came into being with the 2001 publication of The 
History of the Korean Women Workers’ Movement . This two-volume series, 
sponsored by the CounCil of Korean Women WorKers’ asso-
Ciations and written by Yi Okchi and Kang Insun, represents a multiyear 
effort by women scholars and activists to revitalize the fading memory of 
female worker activism. 40 Attentive to the effect of intellectual intervention 
in shaping memories of women worker activism, labor scholar Yu Kyŏngsun 
and others have experimented with “Workers Writing Their Own History” 
( Nodongja chagi yŏksa ssŭgi ) programs, in WhiCh WorKers them-
selves Write autobiographiCal essays supported by a small group of 
like-minded workers who share and discuss their writings among themselves. 
41 This growing body of new materials reveals ample evidence of fissures 
and conflicts in the minju union movement that have been glossed over in 
the dominant narrative, and through their testimonies and writings we can 
glimpse women workers’ emotions and desires and enhance our understand-
ing of the culture and spirit of their union activism. Helped by these new 
sources, a new body of CritiCal sCholarship that unpaCKs the dom-
inant disCourse and conventional assumptions on the 1970s minju union 
movement has emerged in recent years. 42 The newly emerging body of 
memories, however, mainly captures those of a small segment of the tens 
of thousands of women worker participants in the 1970s union movement. 
As Yi Okchi writes, we do not know the names of thousands, or even tens 
of thousands, of Women faCtory WorKers in south Korea who 
“collectively created and experienced exhilarating days of democratic union 
activism in the 1970s, as well as dark days of defeat and unjust violence.” 43 
The life experiences and union experiences of the absolute majority of 1970s 
women workers are not accessible to us, and so is the complexity of and 
contradictions in their experiences. Many of those who volunteered to testify 
emphasized how joyous, happy, and high-spirited they felt in the thick of the 
movement and how their union involvement, although it may have ended in 
dismissal, a long period of unemployment via blacklisting, and/or jail time, 
helped them to live a meaningful and happy life afterward. Many of them 
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No One Size Fits All
Worker Organization, Policy, and Movement in 
a New Economic Age

edited by Janice Fine, Linda Burnham, Kati 
Griffith, Minsun Ji, Victor Narro, and Steven 
Pitts 

Workers and their organizations are facing enormous obstacles 
today. Corporations wield immense power, not only in the mar-
ketplace but also in politics, which has, for many years, effec-
tively blocked the updating of antiquated laws governing labor 
relations. Instead, unions have been subjected to a steady on-
slaught of attacks at the state level and growing hostility from the 
US Supreme Court. They have all but lost basic protections that 
the legal system once provided—making organizing, bargaining, 
and striking increasingly difficult. Black workers continue to 
face a decades-long job crisis characterized by disproportionate 
unemployment (compared with White workers) and poor job 
quality. Immigrant workers of all statuses feel the threat of 
exclusionary immigration policies and heightened xenophobic 
rhetoric coming from the top echelons of the US government.

Similar to worker organizing in the United States before 
the New Deal contract, organizations in the late 20th and early 
21st centuries have been scrambling to find leverage within an 
increasingly hostile economic, political, and legal environment. 
Despite formidable obstacles, this volume shows that vibrant, 
creative experimentation has never ceased. In lieu of new fed-
eral regulation, public and private sector national unions and 
local affiliates have been actively trying out new approaches that 
pair organizing with mechanisms that support bargaining. They 
have doubled down on electoral politics and creative policy fights 
to raise standards and facilitate organizing, with an unprec-
edented focus on low-wage workers. They have forged closer, 
more equal partnerships with community organizations than 
ever before. Still much more work needs to be done.

New organizational models are also emergent. These exper-
iments, which include worker centers and what some refer to 
as "alt labor" groups, diverge from traditional labor unions in a 
number of ways. They aim to represent workers and their work-
place interests but do not typically work within the New Deal 
collective bargaining construct regulated by the government.
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“Marquis does good service with this 
exploration of labor organization in the 
tomato fields of Florida. . . . A solid work 
of labor history that offers valuable lessons 
for other activists and organizers.”—Kirkus 
Reviews

"I Am Not a Tractor provides an interesting 
and clearly written account of how a group 
of migrant tomato workers developed an 
innovative and unique approach"—Rela-
tions Industrielles

“This is a moving story at a time when 
the capitalist class typically fights, 
rather than negotiates with, labor 
organizations.”—Choice

“With the publication of I Am Not a Tractor, 
the field now has the definitive description 
of what a worker-driven social responsibili-
ty initiative . . . looks like.”—ILR Review

"Susan L. Marquis provides answers in 
this masterful investigation—detailed, 
academically rigorous, and impossible to 
put down."—Barry Estabrook, author of 
Tomatoland

I Am Not a Tractor! celebrates the courage, vision, and creativity 
of the farmworkers and community leaders who have trans-
formed one of the worst agricultural situations in the United 
States into one of the best. Susan L. Marquis highlights past 
abuses workers suffered in Florida’s tomato fields: toxic pes-
ticide exposure, beatings, sexual assault, rampant wage theft, 
and even, astonishingly, modern-day slavery. Marquis unveils 
how, even without new legislation, regulation, or government 
participation, these farmworkers have dramatically improved 
their work conditions.

Marquis credits this success to the immigrants from Mexico, 
Haiti, and Guatemala who formed the Coalition of Immokalee 
Workers, a neuroscience major who takes great pride in the wa-
termelon crew he runs, a leading farmer/grower who was once 
homeless, and a retired New York State judge who volunteered to 
stuff envelopes and ended up building a groundbreaking institu-
tion. Through the Fair Food Program that they have developed, 
fought for, and implemented, these people have changed the 
lives of more than thirty thousand field workers. I Am Not a 
Tractor! offers a range of solutions to a problem that is rooted 
in our nation’s slave history and that is worsened by ongoing 
conflict over immigration.

Susan L. Marquis is Dean of the Pardee RAND Graduate School 
and Vice President of Innovation at the RAND Corporation. She 
is the author of Unconventional Warfare.

I Am Not a Tractor!
How Florida Farmworkers Took On the Fast 
Food Giants and Won

Susan L. Marquis 
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"A riveting book. Bravo!"—Ken Burns

“Both informative and compassionate, 
Wendel’s book celebrates his brother’s 
life and serves as a testament to the 
commitment of doctors who went above 
and beyond expectations to transform a 
death sentence into a survivable disease. 
A sensitive and thoughtful excavation of a 
painful period in the author’s life.”—Kirkus 
Reviews

“Responds brilliantly to Sontag’s 
decades-old call for new metaphors, new 
ways of imagining cancer. . . . Wendel ap-
proaches an emotional and highly fraught 
topic with gentleness and compassion for 
the reader.”—Washington Independent 
Review of Books

“This fine book combines dual pleasures 
for readers: it’s a heartfelt excavation of 
a painful stretch in the author’s life and 
a history of a seminal period in oncol-
ogy. . . . This compelling book is highly 
recommended for readers of The ASCO 
Post.”—The ASCO Post

When Eric Wendel was diagnosed with acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia in 1966, the survival rate was 10 percent. Today, it is 
90 percent. Even as politicians call for a “Cancer Moonshot,” this 
accomplishment remains a pinnacle in cancer research.

The author’s daughter, then a medical student at George-
town Medical School, told her father about this amazing success 
story. Tim Wendel soon discovered that many of the doctors at 
the forefront of this effort cared for his brother at Roswell Park 
in Buffalo, New York. Wendel went in search of this extraordi-
nary group, interviewing Lucius Sinks, James Holland, Donald 
Pinkel, and others in the field. If there were a Mount Rushmore 
for cancer research, they would be on it.

Despite being ostracized by their medical peers, these doc-
tors developed modern-day chemotherapy practices and invented 
the blood centrifuge machine, helping thousands of children 
live longer lives. Part family memoir and part medical narra-
tive, Cancer Crossings explores how the Wendel family found 
the courage to move ahead with their lives. They learned to sail 
on Lake Ontario, cruising across miles of open water together, 
even as the campaign against cancer changed their lives forever.

Tim Wendel is a writer-in-residence at Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity and the author of Summer of ’68, Castro’s Curveball, Cancer 
Crossings, and High Heat, which was an Editor’s Choice selection 
by The New York Times Book Review. He lives outside of Wash-
ington, D.C.

Cancer Crossings
A Brother, His Doctors, and the Quest for a 
Cure to Childhood Leukemia

Tim Wendel 
foreword by Martin Brecher, M.D.



B E H I N D  T H E  B O O K

Thanks to exciting work in checkpoint inhibitors, 
anti-cancer vaccines and immunotherapy, we’re 
making major inroads against a disease that im-

pacts 14 million people across the globe every year.
Yet to have real progress, we need to remember the 

lessons of a small team of doctors who reached the pin-
nacle of cancer research a half-century ago. Nicknamed 
the “Cancer Cowboys,” this extraordinary group of 
doctors took acute lymphoblastic leukemia from a 100 
percent death sentence to the 90 percent survival rate 
it has today.

Not that long ago few in the medical community 
dared to take on cancer. In the 1960s, pediatric hand-
books had little to offer about possible care and treat-
ments. The Cancer Cowboys decided this was unac-
ceptable.

Even though they were sometimes ostracized by 
their peers, these doctors developed modern-day che-
motherapy practices and invented the blood centrifuge 
machine, helping thousands of children live longer lives. 
And despite being at hospitals scattered across the 
country—Buffalo, Memphis, Houston and Washington, 
D.C.—these doctors gathered every few months, often 
after-hours at each other’s homes, to discuss their latest 
clinical trials and findings.

“Of course, this was before cellphones and video 
conferencing,” says Dr. Donald Pinkel, who founded St. 
Jude Children’s Research Hospital in Memphis. “So, it 
wasn’t easy. But we made sure we always knew where we 
stood with each other.”

The patients and their families benefited greatly from 
such efforts. My younger brother, Eric, was diagnosed 
with leukemia in 1966. Soon after he was admitted to 
Roswell Park in Buffalo, New York, my mother was told 
she was now part of his medical team. That this team 
extended from the doctors to the nurses to the families 
themselves. “I appreciated that we were all in it togeth-
er,” she says. “That we needed to be to make any real 
progress.”

Throughout my career, I’ve been fortunate to write 
about many successful teams and organizations, includ-
ing the 1980 US Olympic hockey squad, the 1968 St. 
Louis Cardinals and Detroit Tigers. But none was as im-
pressive as the Cancer Cowboys.

Today, many more hospitals and healthcare systems 
have joined the efforts to stand up to cancer in all its 

forms. Yet in touring the country in support of Cancer 
Crossings—my book that’s part family memoir, part 
medical narrative-, I wonder if today’s health-care com-
munity can be as united, as determined, and as accessi-
ble as the Cancer Cowboys once were. In the end, our 
hopes for another Cancer Moonshot may well depend 
upon it.

the cancer coWboys
Tim Wendel
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THE CULTURE AND POLITICS OF HEALTH CARE WORK

$19.95 paperback | $9.99 ebook
260 pages, 6 x 9

“Explores the reasons behind high 
prescription drug costs and the conse-
quences of those costs for individuals, 
drug companies, and governments.... 
Easy-to-read short chapters. Many refer-
ences from top journals and government 
documents.”—Choice

“An accessible, empowering plea to act on 
a vital issue.”—Library Journal

“Details the human cost of market-driven 
medicine and illustrates how the global 
movement for health justice and access to 
medicine can shift the balance of power 
and make a powerful case for reclaiming 
medicines as public goods.”—RoseAnn 
DeMoro, Executive Director of National 
Nurses United and the California Nurses 
Association

“Prescription for the People is refreshing 
in its ability to clearly, concisely and 
convincingly lay out the arguments about 
the causes and impacts of the structural 
barriers to access to medicines.”—Rachel 
Kiddell-Monroe, McGill University, 
Médecins Sans Frontières, and Universi-
ties Allied for Essential Medicines

Prescription for the People
An Activist’s Guide to Making Medicine 
Affordable for All

Fran Quigley

In Prescription for the People, Fran Quigley diagnoses our in-
ability to get medicines to the people who need them and then 
prescribes the cure. He delivers a clear and convincing argu-
ment for a complete shift in the global and U.S. approach to 
developing and providing essential medicines—and a primer 
on how to make that change happen. 

Globally, 10 million people die each year because they are 
unable to pay for medicines that would save them. The cost of 
prescription drugs is bankrupting families and putting a strain 
on state and federal budgets. Patients’ desperate need for af-
fordable medicines clashes with the core business model of the 
powerful pharmaceutical industry, which maximizes profits 
whenever possible. It doesn’t have to be this way. Patients and 
activists are aiming to make all essential medicines affordable 
by reclaiming medicines as a public good and a human right, 
instead of a profit-making commodity. In this book, Quigley 
demystifies statistics and terminology, offers solutions to the 
problems that block universal access to medicines, and provides 
a road map for activists wanting to make those solutions a reality.

Fran Quigley is Clinical Professor and Director of the Health 
and Human Rights Clinic at Indiana University McKinney 
School of Law. He is the author of If We Can Win Here, also 
from Cornell, How Human Rights Can Build Haiti, and Walking 
Together, Walking Far. He is the cofounder of People of Faith for 
Access to Medicines, pfamrx.org.
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THE CULTURE AND POLITICS OF HEALTH CARE WORK

$19.95 paperback | $9.99 ebook
248 pages, 6 x 9

“The entire book is devoted to supporting 
patients. . . . Every public, high school, 
community college, and university library 
should consider adding this book to 
resource collections.”—ARBAonline

“If a friend or family member is being 
admitted to a hospital, here is the book to 
slip into the bag they will be taking with 
them. . . . This is one of, if not the most, 
comprehensive guide for hospital patients 
we’ve run across.”—Orthopedics This Week

“In this immensely useful and readable 
volume, Karen A. Friedman, MD, and Sara 
L. Merwin, MPH, demystify the hospital 
experience and provide patients and fam-
ilies the information they need to navigate 
the confusing swirl of a hospital stay. Bring 
this book with you to the hospital—it will 
make your stay more understandable, it 
will keep you more engaged, and it might 
just save your life.”—Robert Wachter, MD, 
author of The Digital Doctor

Even the most capable individuals are challenged when confront-
ed with the complexity of the modern hospital experience. The 
Informed Patient is a guide and a workbook, divided into topical, 
focused sections with step-by-step instructions, insights, and 
tips to illustrate what patients and their families can expect 
during a hospital stay. Anyone who will experience a hospital 
stay—or friends or family who may be in charge of a patient’s 
care—will find all the help and advice they could need in the 
detailed sections that cover every aspect of what they can expect.

Karen A. Friedman, MD, and Sara L. Merwin, MPH, offer 
hands-on advice about how patients, health care providers, and 
medical staff can work together to achieve good outcomes. 
Through anecdotes, tips, sidebars, and clinical scenario vi-
gnettes, The Informed Patient presents ways to enhance and 
optimize a hospital stay, from practical advice on obtaining the 
best care to dealing with the emotional experience of being in 
the hospital.

Karen A. Friedman, MD, is Vice Chair for Education, Resi-
dency Program Director, and Associate Professor of Medicine 
in the Department of Medicine at the Hofstra Northwell School 
of Medicine.

Sara L. Merwin, MPH, is Director of Clinical Research and 
Assistant Professor of Research in the Department of Ortho-
paedic Surgery at Montefiore Medical Center/Albert Einstein 
College of Medicine.

The Informed Patient
A Complete Guide to a Hospital Stay

Karen A. Friedman, M.D., and Sara L . Merwin, 
MPH 
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“Gross’s clearly structured account provides 
a good overview and persuasive interpre-
tation for experts and undergraduates 
alike.”—Choice

“This is an obviously solid scholarly work. . . 
. Because it is so well organized and written, 
his book should be widely adopted in 
graduate and undergraduate courses on 
the evolving labour law and rights in the 
American workplace. It should also be 
studied carefully by the international cadre 
of labour law designers.”—British Journal of 
Industrial Relations

“An extremely thoughtful review of 
NLRA policies from the enactment of 
the highly progressive and human rights 
oriented Wagner Act in 1935 to the more 
restrictive Taft-Hartley Act amendments 
in 1947. It explores many Labor Board 
decisions to demonstrate the impact of 
more progressive Democratic Boards and 
more conservative Rebooklican Boards. 
A great read for anyone interested in the 
NLRA.”—Brishen Rogers, Beasley School 
of Law, Temple University

Rights, Not Interests
Resolving Value Clashes under the National 
Labor Relations Act

James A. Gross

This provocative book by the leading historian of the National 
Labor Relations Board offers a reexamination of the NLRB and 
the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) by applying inter-
nationally accepted human rights principles as standards for 
judgment. These new standards challenge every orthodoxy in 
U.S. labor law and labor relations. James A. Gross argues that 
the NLRA was and remains at its core a workers’ rights statute. 

Gross shows how value clashes and choices between those 
who interpret the NLRA as a workers’ rights statute and those 
who contend that the NLRA seeks only a “balance” between the 
economic interests of labor and management have been major 
influences in the evolution of the board and the law. Gross con-
tends, contrary to many who would write its obituary, that the 
NLRA is not dead. Instead he concludes with a call for visionary 
thinking, which would include, for example, considering the 
U.S. Constitution as a source of workers’ rights. Rights, Not 
Interests will appeal to labor activists and those who are trying 
to reform our labor laws as well as scholars and students of 
management, human resources, and industrial relations.

James A. Gross is Professor of Labor Relations, Law, and History 
at the ILR School, Cornell University. He is the author of A 
Shameful Business and editor of Workers’ Rights as Human Rights, 
both from Cornell.
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“The book to read if you want to know 
what’s happening with worker health and 
safety in these difficult times.”—Labor 
Notes

“Features a collection of stories about 
workers who were killed or injured on 
the job. As one might expect, there are 
subsections devoted to risks of being an 
electrician, logger, oil & gas worker and 
coal miner, with corresponding horror 
stories for each occupation. But it’s the 
personal experiences of grocery clerks and 
hotel housekeepers—two other surprising-
ly high-risk occupations—that are the real 
page-turners.”—Failure Magazine

“[Karmel] directs our attention toward 
an awareness of a hidden-in-plain-sight 
problem, where instead of provoking 
outrage and indignation, death and injury 
on the job are considered to be a condition 
of doing business and a necessary evil in 
the production process. . . . Karmel argues 
effectively for changing that narrative. . . . 
[Dying to Work] is a call to action.”—New 
Solutions

In Dying to Work, Jonathan Karmel raises our awareness of 
unsafe working conditions with accounts of workers who were 
needlessly injured or killed on the job. Based on heart-wrench-
ing interviews Karmel conducted with injured workers and 
surviving family members across the country, the stories in 
this book are introduced in a way that helps place them in a 
historical and political context and represent a wide survey of the 
American workplace, including, among others, warehouse work-
ers, grocery store clerks, hotel housekeepers, and river dredgers.

Karmel’s examples are portraits of the lives and dreams 
cut short and reports of the workplace incidents that tragically 
changed the lives of everyone around them. Dying to Work in-
cludes incidents from industries and jobs that we do not com-
monly associate with injuries and fatalities and highlights the 
risks faced by workers who are hidden in plain view all around 
us. While exposing the failure of safety laws that leave millions 
of workers without compensation and employers without any 
meaningful incentive to protect their workers, Karmel offers 
the reader some hope in the form of policy suggestions that may 
make American workers safer and employers more accountable. 
This is a book for anyone interested in issues of worker health 
and safety, and it will also serve as the cornerstone for courses in 
public policy, community health, labor studies, business ethics, 
regulation and safety, and occupational and environmental 
health policy.

Jonathan D. Karmel has practiced labor and employment law 
in Chicago for 35 years representing unions and their employee 
benefit funds. Karmel is a Fellow with The College of Labor and 
Employment Lawyers, and has been recognized as an Illinois 
Super Lawyer. Recently, Karmel became the Co-Chair of the 
American Bar Association’s Occupational Safety and Health 
Committee where he hopes to increase awareness of the im-
portant issues affecting workers and their families.

Dying to Work
Death and Injury in the American Workplace

Jonathan D. Karmel 
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“An accessible, insightful, and refreshing 
contribution.”—Mobilization

“Building Power from Below is an enjoyable 
read. Muñoz introduces the union leaders 
and activists by name. The reader feels an 
intimacy with those activists. This book 
should be read by all those interested in 
strengthening democracy, militancy and 
strategic capacity in trade unions. It is a 
demonstration of how workers even under 
a neoliberal state and employed by the 
world’s most anti-union corporation can 
beat the bully and win.”—Counterfire

“I would highly recommend this book 
to both labor activists/organizers and 
students of labor studies alike. This book 
provides a detailed account of successful 
union organizing against the powerful, 
antiunion, transnational employer that is 
Walmart. Both union organizers and labor 
studies students will benefit from Muñoz’s 
analysis of successful union organization 
outside of the Western context.”—Labor 
Studies Journal

Building Power from Below
Chilean Workers Take On Walmart

Carolina Bank Muñoz

A story that involves as its main players “workers” and “Walmart” 
does not usually have a happy ending for labor, so the counter-
narrative offered by Building Power from Below is must reading 
for activists and union personnel as well as scholars. In 2008 
Walmart acquired a controlling share in a large supermarket 
chain in Santiago, Chile. As part of the deal Walmart had to 
accept the unions that were already in place. Since then, Chilean 
retail and warehouse workers have done something that has 
seemed impossible for labor in the United States: they have 
organized even more successful unions and negotiated unprec-
edented contracts with Walmart.

In Building Power from Below, Carolina Bank Muñoz attri-
butes Chilean workers’ success in challenging the world’s largest 
corporation to their organizations’ commitment to union democ-
racy and building strategic capacity. Chilean workers have spent 
years building grassroots organizations committed to principles 
of union democracy. Retail workers’ unions have less structural 
power, but have significant associational and symbolic power. 
Their most notable successes have been in fighting for respect 
and dignity on the job. Warehouse workers by contrast have 
substantial structural power and have achieved significant eco-
nomic gains. While the model in Chile cannot necessarily be 
reproduced in different countries, we can gain insights from the 
Chilean workers’ approaches, tactics, and strategies.

Carolina Bank Muñoz is Associate Professor of Sociology at 
Brooklyn College. She is the author of Transnational Tortillas, 
also from Cornell.
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"High Tech and High Touch provides a fasci-
nating account of an infrequently studied 
profession at [a] significant moment in 
time that will deepen your understanding 
of how labor markets work."—Social Forces

“This is a fascinating and consequential 
look into the behavior of one group who 
sits on the fault line between the impend-
ing forces changing the face of the labor 
market as we know it. The rich descriptions 
speak to the evolution of an occupation 
under the impact of technology.”—Work 
and Occupations

"Finlay and Coverdill help shine a light on 
the social aspects of this market, in which 
personal characteristics matter more and 
the actively employed are potentially 
considered as candidates. Their work 
highlights that the full implications of 
the technological and cultural revolution 
undergirding the "new economy" are only 
beginning to be understood."American 
Journal of Sociology

In High Tech and High Touch, James E. Coverdill and William 
Finlay invite readers into the dynamic world of headhunters, 
personnel professionals who acquire talent for businesses and 
other organizations on a contingent-fee basis. In a high-tech 
world where social media platforms have simplified direct con-
tact between employers and job seekers, Coverdill and Finlay 
acknowledge, it is relatively easy to find large numbers of appar-
ently qualified candidates. However, the authors demonstrate 
that headhunters serve a valuable purpose in bringing high-
touch search into the labor market: they help parties on both 
sides of the transaction to define their needs and articulate what 
they have to offer.

As well as providing valuable information for sociologists 
and economists, High Tech and High Touch demonstrates how 
headhunters approach practical issues such as identifying and 
attracting candidates; how they solicit, secure, and evaluate 
search assignments from client companies; and how they strive 
to broker interactions between candidates and clients to maxi-
mize the likelihood that the right people land in the right jobs.

James E. Coverdill is Associate Professor of Sociology at the 
University of Georgia. He is coauthor with William Finlay of 
Headhunters, also from Cornell.

William Finlay is Professor of Sociology at the University of 
Georgia. He is the author of Work on the Waterfront, coauthor 
of The Sociology of Work, and, with James Coverdill, coauthor of 
Headhunters, also from Cornell.

High Tech and High Touch
Headhunting, Technology, and Economic 
Transformation

James E. Coverdill and William Finlay 
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“What struck me most about this work is 
that it steers clear of the case-method 
approach common in many legal text-
books. Instead, the authors offer a more 
explanatory review of the topics discussed, 
using case studies throughout to illustrate 
concepts of particular interest. The result 
is a work that is highly substantive, yet 
accessible to a wide audience. This book 
works equally well as a reference tool for 
those familiar with labor relations and an 
introduction for the uninitiated.”—Monthly 
Labor Review

"For a continental European academic, 
this text not only offers a thorough 
and wellbalanced introduction into the 
US system of collective bargaining 
and industrial relations but also into 
the superstructure and the theoretical 
framework that underpins it. And it is 
actually a pleasure to read and therefore 
comes highly recommended."—British 
Journal of Industrial Relations

This comprehensive textbook provides an introduction to collec-
tive bargaining and labor relations with a focus on developments 
in the United States. It is appropriate for students, policy ana-
lysts, and labor relations professionals including unionists, man-
agers, and neutrals. A three-tiered strategic choice framework 
unifies the text, and the authors’ thorough grounding in labor 
history and labor law assists students in learning the basics. 
In addition to traditional labor relations, the authors address 
emerging forms of collective representation and movements 
that address income inequality in novel ways.

Katz, Kochan, and Colvin provide numerous contemporary 
illustrations of business and union strategies. They consider the 
processes of contract negotiation and contract administration 
with frequent comparisons to nonunion practices and devel-
opments, and a full chapter is devoted to special aspects of the 
public sector. An Introduction to U.S. Collective Bargaining and 
Labor Relations has an international scope, covering labor rights 
issues associated with the global supply chain as well as the 
growing influence of NGOs and cross-national unionism. The 
authors also compare how labor relations systems in Germa-
ny, Japan, China, India, Brazil, and South Africa compare to 
practices in the United States. The textbook is supplemented 
by a website (ilr.cornell.edu/scheinman-institute) that features 
an extensive Instructor’s Manual with a test bank, PowerPoint 
chapter outlines, mock bargaining exercises, organizing cases, 
grievance cases, and classroom-ready current events materials.

Harry C. Katz is Jack Sheinkman Professor and Director 
of the Scheinman Institute on Conflict Resolution at the ILR 
School, Cornell University. Thomas A. Kochan is the George 
Maverick Bunker Professor at the MIT Sloan School of Man-
agement and Co-Director of the MIT Institute for Work and 
Employment Research. Alexander J. S. Colvin is Associate 
Dean for Academic Affairs, Diversity, and Faculty Development 
and the Martin F. Scheinman Professor of Conflict Resolution 
at the ILR School, Cornell University.

An Introduction to U.S. Collective 
Bargaining and Labor Relations
Fifth Edition

Harry C. Katz, Thomas A. Kochan, and 
Alexander J. S. Colvin 
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“Halliburton ably describes the arcana of 
patent law while at the same time keeping 
his sights on the daunting, critical stakes 
of the issue: the continued accessibility of 
therapeutic know ledge for global public 
health. For this achievement, India and the 
Patent Wars is a crucial read for anyone 
interested in the global politics of health.”—
Medical Anthropology Quarterly

“In India and the Patent Wars, Murphy 
Halliburton addresses the question of how 
IP law and trade agreements should deal 
with sophisticated knowledge systems 
organized by principles quite unlike those 
of the West. Halliburton convincingly 
challenges the conventional view that 
pits Big Pharma and allopathic medicine 
against local knowledge-keepers and 
holistic healing.”—Michael F. Brown, 
author of Who Owns Native Culture?

India and the Patent Wars
Pharmaceuticals in the New Intellectual 
Property Regime

Murphy Halliburton

India and the Patent Wars contributes to an international debate 
over the costs of medicine and restrictions on access under strin-
gent patent laws showing how activists and drug companies 
in low-income countries seize agency and exert influence over 
these processes. Halliburton contributes to analyses of global-
ization within the fields of anthropology, sociology, law, and 
public health by drawing on interviews and ethnographic work 
with pharmaceutical producers in India and the United States.

India has been at the center of emerging controversies 
around patent rights related to pharmaceutical production and 
local medical knowledge. Halliburton shows that Big Pharma 
is not all-powerful, and that local activists and practitioners of 
ayurveda, India’s largest indigenous medical system, have been 
able to undermine the aspirations of multinational companies 
and the WTO. Halliburton traces how key drug prices have gone 
down, not up, in low-income countries under the new patent 
regime through partnerships between US- and India-based com-
panies, but warns us to be aware of access to essential medicines 
in low- and middle-income countries going forward.

Murphy Halliburton is Associate Professor of Anthropology 
at Queens College and the Graduate Center, CUNY. He is the 
author of Mudpacks and Prozac.
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“Through his focus on professional 
movements at the domestic level, Harris 
makes new contributions to the literatures 
on the transnational AIDS movement, 
democratization and the medical 
profession’s role in health policy. . . . The 
book is a major contribution to the study 
of professionals in (health) politics and 
timely given the ongoing struggle for 
universal coverage models in global health 
institutions.”—Global Affairs

“Through an in-depth analysis of three 
countries from different continents, this 
excellent book deepens scholarly under-
standing of the health care improvements 
resulting from democratization. In an 
innovative twist, Joseph Harris highlights 
how heightened political competition 
empowers progressive professional 
movements, which manage to promote 
poor people’s medical needs and interests 
against considerable resistance.”—Kurt 
Weyland, author of Making Waves

At a time when the world’s wealthiest nations struggle to 
make health care and medicine available to everyone, why do 
resource-constrained countries make costly commitments to 
universal health coverage and AIDS treatment after transition-
ing to democracy? Joseph Harris explores the dynamics that 
made landmark policies possible in Thailand and Brazil but 
which have led to prolonged struggle and contestation in South 
Africa. Drawing on firsthand accounts of the people wrestling 
with these issues, Achieving Access documents efforts to institu-
tionalize universal healthcare and expand access to life-saving 
medicines in three major industrializing countries. 

In comparing two separate but related policy areas, Harris 
finds that democratization empowers elite professionals, such 
as doctors and lawyers, to advocate for universal health care and 
treatment for AIDS. Harris’s analysis is situated at the intersec-
tion of sociology, political science, and public health and will 
speak to scholars with interests in health policy, comparative 
politics, social policy, and democracy in the developing world. 
In light of the growing interest in health insurance generated 
by implementation of the Affordable Care Act (as well as the 
coming changes poised to be made to it), Achieving Access will 
also be useful to policymakers in developing countries and of-
ficials working on health policy in the United States.

Joseph Harris is Assistant Professor of Sociology at Boston 
University.

Achieving Access
Professional Movements and the Politics of 
Health Universalism

Joseph Harris 
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$29.95 paperback 
202 pages, 6 x 9, 4 b&w halftones

“From a broad and critical political 
economic framework to a nuanced look at 
the practice of pension fund management, 
readers will find this collection to be both 
accessible and insightful. Indeed, the 
esoteric and perhaps even nebulous nature 
of pension funds is wonderfully exposed in 
this book.”—Labour

The Contradictions of Pension Fund 
Capitalism
The Contradictions of Pension Fund 
Capitalism

edited by Kevin Skerrett, Johanna Weststar, 
Simon Archer, and Chris Roberts

It is often hoped and assumed that union stewardship of pension 
investments will produce tangible and enduring benefits for 
workers and their communities while minimizing the nega-
tive effects of what are now global and intensely competitive 
capital markets. At the core of this book is a desire to question 
the proposition that workers and their organizations can exert 
meaningful control over pension funds in the context of current 
financial markets. 

The Contradictions of Pension Fund Capitalism is an engaging 
and readable text that will be of specific interest to members of 
the labor movement, pension activists, pension trustees, fund 
administrators, environmental activists, and employers/manag-
ers, as well as academics involved in pension or labor research. 
The contents and arguments of the book are applicable across 
the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, Australia, New 
Zealand, and Ireland, because these countries experience a simi-
lar macroeconomic context and face a similar pension landscape.

Kevin Skerrett is a Senior Research Officer (Pensions) with 
the Canadian Union of Public Employees in Ottawa.

Johanna Weststar is an Associate Professor in the Department 
of Management and Organizational Studies at Western Univer-
sity in London, Ontario.

Simon Archer is co-director of the Centre for Research in Com-
parative Law and Political Economy at Osgoode Hall Law School 
and practices law with Goldblatt Partners LLP.

Chris Roberts is the National Director of Social and Economic 
Policy at the Canadian Labour Congress in Ottawa. He is the 
author of Pension Confidential.
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“This text provides renewed insight into 
the irrational world of humans, where 
we engage in endless efforts to kill one 
another while mustering immense energy 
to save and repair those injured and 
harmed in the process.”—M. W. Carr, US 
Army Watercraft & Riverine Operations, 
US Coast Guard and US Navy Diving, 
Choice

“[de Rond’s talent at describing places, 
spaces, and objects is nothing short of 
amazing.... Doctors at War should be read 
by anyone who hasn’t seen a war.”—Barba-
ra Czarniawska, Organization

“Mark de Rond brilliantly presents the 
human side of those doctors, making 
them incredibly relatable. So relatable, 
that we might for one second forget 
about the barbarity they witness and 
how emotionally strong they must be, to 
imagine ourselves wanting to embrace the 
same challenges and purpose.”—Symbolic 
Interaction

Doctors at War is a candid account of a trauma surgical team 
based, for a tour of duty, at a field hospital in Helmand, Af-
ghanistan. Mark de Rond tells of the highs and lows of surgical 
life in hard-hitting detail, bringing to life a morally ambigu-
ous world in which good people face impossible choices and 
in which routines designed to normalize experience have the 
unintended effect of highlighting war’s absurdity. With stories 
that are at once comical and tragic, de Rond captures the surreal 
experience of being a doctor at war. He lifts the cover on a world 
rarely ever seen, let alone written about, and provides a poignant 
counterpoint to the archetypical, adrenaline-packed, macho tale 
of what it is like to go to war. 

Here the crude and visceral coexist with the tender and affec-
tionate. The author tells of well-meaning soldiers at hospital re-
ception, there to deliver a pair of legs in the belief that these can 
be reattached to their comrade, now in mid-surgery; of midsum-
mer Christmas parties and pancake breakfasts and late-night 
sauna sessions; of interpersonal rivalries and banter; of caring 
too little or too much; of tenderness and compassion fatigue; 
of hell and redemption; of heroism and of playing God. While 
many good firsthand accounts of war by frontline soldiers exist, 
this is one of the first books ever to bring to life the experience 
of the surgical teams tasked with mending what war destroys.

Mark de Rond is a professor of organizational ethnography 
at Cambridge University. His innovative research has featured 
widely in the press and has generated a series of award-winning 
books, including The Last Amateurs, and scholarly articles. His 
most recent fieldwork involved an attempt to row the Amazon 
unsupported to try and understand how people solve problems 
in difficult environments, earning him a place in the Guinness 
World Records in the process. Chris Hedges is a Pulitzer Prize–
winning journalist and the author of many books, including War 
Is a Force That Gives Us Meaning and Wages of Rebellion.

Doctors at War
Life and Death in a Field Hospital

Mark de Rond 
foreword by Chris Hedges

WINNER OF THE GEORGE R. TERRY BOOK AWARD
WINNER OF THE EUROPEAN GROUP FOR ORGANIZATIONAL STUD-
IES BOOK AWARD
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